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1.  The  attached  proposal  for  a  Council  and  Commission  Decision  constitutes  the  legal 
instrument for the conclusion of the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the 
.  . 
European CoiTlJllunities  and their Member States, on the one hand,  and  the Republic  o~ 
Uzbekistan, on the other.  · 
2.  Following .the  Council's  adoption  of the  negotiating  directives  on  5  October  1992, 
negotiations with the Republic -of Uzbekistan were held  in the course of 1996:  After two 
rounds of  negotiations, the Agreement was initialled on 29 April 1996. 
3.  The Agreement is a mixed agreemertt covering areas for which both the Coinrnunities and 
the Member States are competent, and is concluded fa! an initial period often years.  · 
It establishes  a  political  dialogue.  The  Agreement also  covers  trade  in  goods,  labour 
conditions,  establishment  and  operation  of companies,  cross-border. supply  of services, 
payments  and  capital,  competition,  intellectual,  industrial  and  commercial  property 
protection,  legislative ·cooperation,  economic  cooperation,  cooperation  on human  rights 
and democracy, cooperation in combatting illegal activities and illegal immigration, cultural 
cooperation and financial.cooperation. 
The Agreement contains a clause which allows it to be suspended, even  unilaterally, if it is 
considered that there has been a breach of  the essential elements underlying the Agreement 
i.e. respect for democracy, human rights and th~  'principles of  the market economy. 
The  Agreement  sets  out  an  institutional  framework  for  its ·implementation  with  a 
Cooperation  Council,  a  Cooperation  Committee  and  a  Parliamentary  Cooperation 
Committee. 
Mutual assistance in customs matters is covered by a separate protocol. 
4.  The Agreement will,  as far as trade relations between the Community and the Republic of 
Uzbekistan are concerned, replace the Agreement on Trade and Commercial and Economic 
Cooperation  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  European  Atomic 
Energy Community, and the USSR, signed on 18 December 1989. 
5.  The  proc~dures of the  three  Communities  (EC,  EAEC  and  ECSC)  for  s1grung  and 
concluding the Agreement differ: 
In the case of  the EC;  a~cpunt  will have to be taken of  Opinion 1/94 delivered by the Court 
of Justice  on  15 November 1994  on the competence  of the. European  Community  to 
conclude the agreements reached during the Uruguay Round. For the purpose of  concluding the Agreement: 
•  the Council will conclude the Agreement, with the assent of the European Parliament and 
having  consulted  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee,  on  behalf  of the  Euro  ean 
Community in  accordance with Article 54(2),  the .closing  sentence of Article  57{2)  and 
Articles 73C(2),  75, 84{2),  113  and 235 in conjunction with the second sentence of  icle 
228{2) and the second subparagraph of Article 228(3) of the EC Treaty by adoptin  the 
attached decision; 
•  the Commission will  conclude the Agreement on behalf of the European Atomic En rgy 
Community after the Council has approved it in accordance with the second paragrap  of 
Article 101 of  the Euratom Treaty. 
•  ·the Commission. will  conclude. the Agreement on behalf of the ECSC in  accordance  ·  th 
the ECSC Treaty,  after consulting the Consultative Committee and  with the unani 
assent of  the Council; 
The conclusion of  the Agreement will have to be ratified by all the Member States give 
mixed nature of  the Agreement. 
6.  In  view  of the  above;  the  Commission  proposes  that  the  Council  adopt  the  ann  ed 
decision. 
'-----------------·· --·· -·-..  --··---------COUNCIL AND COMMISSION DECISION 
QF ·······•·· 
on the conclusion of  the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement 
between the European Communities and· their Member States 
and the Republic of  Uzbekistan 
(..1 ... /ECSC, EC, EURATOM) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
:,  . I 
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 
I  .  '  .  ' 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, 
' 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular Article 
54(2); the closing sentence of Article 57(2) and Articles 73c(2), 75,  84(2), · 113  and 235  in· 
conjunction with the second sentence of  Article 228(2) and the second subpara8raph of  Article 
228(3)  thereof: 
Having regard to the· Treaty establishing the European. Atoinic Energy ·  ~ommunity, and .  in 
particular the second paragraph of  Article 101 thereof, 
Having regard to the assent of  the European Parliament, 
Having  reg~d to the approval of tht?  Council given in  accordance with Article 101  of the 
Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, 
Having  consulted  the  ECSC  Consultative  Committee  and  the  Economic . and  Social 
Committee, and with the unanimous assent of  the Council, 
Whereas the conclusion of  the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Communities  and  their Member States and Uzbekistan signed in  ........... on  .  ... .  .  .  .  ... . would 
contribute to achieving the European Communities' objectives; 
Whereas that Agreement seeks to strengthen existing links,  notably those  esta~lished by .the 
Agreement  on Trade  and  Commercial  and  Economic  Cooperation  between  the  European 
Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Communityand.the USSR, signed on  ' 
18 December 1989 ;  ·  · 
Whereas  some  of the  obligations  provided  for  in  the  Agreement  in  fields  other  than  . 
Community trade policy affect the arrangements established by Community acts, particularly 
acts relating to the right of  establishment and to transport~ 
~  '  ''  . .. 
L 
Whereas  the  Agreement  imposes  on  the  Community  certain  obligations  relating  t  the 
movement of  capital and payments between the Community and Uzbekistan; 
Whereas in the case of certain measures provided for in the Agreement and falling wit 
Community's powers the EC Treaty provides no basis for action other than Article 235, 
HAVE DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : 
Article 1 
The Partnership and  Cooperation Agreement between the European Communities and  their 
Member States and the Republic of Uzbekistan, together with the Protocol, the declar tions 
and the exchange of letters, are hereby approved on  behalf of  the European Communit  , the 
European Coal and Steel Community and the European Atomic Energy Community. 
Article 2 
1.  The  posttlon  to  be  adopted  by. the  Community  in  the  Cooperation  Council  sh  I  be 
detenni~ed bythe Council, on a proposal from the Commission, or, where appropria  , by 
the Commission,  in  each case in  accordance with the relevant  provisions of the Tr aties 
establishing the European Community, the European Coal and  Steel  Community an  the 
European Atomic Energy Community. 
•  2.  In accordance with Article 80 of  the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement, the Pres dent 
of the  Council  shall  chair  the  Cooperation  Council  and  shall  present  the.  Commu  "ty's 
position.  A representative  of the  Commission shall  chair the Cooperation Committ  e in 
accordance with its rules of procedure and shall present the Community's position. 
Article 3 
The President of the Council  shall  give the  notification  provided  for  in  Article  101  o  the 
Agreement on  behalf of  the European Community. The President of  the Commission shall give 
such notification on behalf of the European  Coal  and  Steel  Community  and  the Euro  ean 
Atomic Energy Community. 
Done at Brussels, Final Act 
The. plenipotentiaries of: 
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK, 
THE.FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC, 
THE KINGDOM OF SPAIN, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
IRELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA, 
THE PORTUGuESE REPUBLIC, 
THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND, 
THE KINGDOM OF SWEDEN, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTIJERN IRELAND 
Contracting Parties to the Treaty establishing the EUROPEAN COMMlJNITY;  the Treaty 
·establishing  the  EUROPEAN  COAL  AND  STEEL  COMMUNITY,  and  the  Treaty. 
establishing the EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY, 
hereinafter referred to as "the Member States", and of. 
the EUROPEAN COMMUNITY,  THE EUROPEAN  ATOMIC  ENERGY  COMMUNITY 
and the EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY, 
herein~er  referred to as "the Community", 
of  the one part, and 
I 
the plenipotentiaries of  the REPUBLIC OF UZBEKISTAN, of  the other part, 
meeting at ..... on ......... in the year one thousand nine hundred and ninety-six for the signa  re 
of the  Partnership  and  Cooperation Agreement  establishing  a  partnership  between  he 
European  Communities  and  their Members  States,  of the  one  part,  and  the Republic  of . 
Uzbekistan,  of the other part,  hereinafter  referred  to as  "the Partnership  and  Coopera  on 
Agreement", have adopted the following text : 
the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement and the Protocol on mutual assistance in cust  ms 
matters. 
The plenipotentiaries of  the Member States and of  the Community and the plenipotentiarie 
the Republic of  Uzbekistan have adopted the texts·ofthe Joint Declarations listed below 
annexed to this Fmal Act: 
Joint-Declaration concerning personal data 
Joint Declaration concerning Article 5 of  the Agreement 
Joint Declaration concerning Title ill  of  the Agreement 
Joint Declaration concerning Article 14 of  the Agreement 
Joint Declaration concerning the notion of "control" in  Article 24 (b) and Article 35 of  e 
Agreement 
Joint Declaration concerning Article 34 of  the Agreement 
Joint Declaration concerning Article 41 of  the Agreement 
Joint Declaration concerning Article 95 of  the Agreement 
The plenipotentiaries of  the Member States and of  the Community and the Plenipotentiaries of 
the  Republic  of Uzbekistan  have  also  taken  note of the  exchange  of letters  listed  bel  w 
annexed to this Final Act: 
Establishment of  companies 
The plenipotentiaries of  the Member States and of  the Community and the Plenipotentiaries of 
the Republic ofUzbekistan have also taken note of  the declaration listed below annexed tot ·s 
Final Act: 
Urulateral DeClaration by the French Republic on the Overseas Countries Territories 
Done at ........................ in the year one thousand nit:te hundred and ninety six. · 
For the Council an~ the Commission of  the European Communities. 
For the Republic ofUzbekistan. 
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•  • .-1 hereinafter referred to as "the Comn~unity", 
of  the one part, 
AND THE REPUBLICOF UZBEKISTAN, 
oftheother part, 
CONSIDERING the  links  between  the  Community,  its  Member  States  and  the  Re~ublic of 
Uzbekistan and the common values that they share, 
RECOGNIZING ·that the Community and  the Republic. of Uzbeki.stan wish to strengthen th se 
links and to establish partnership and cooperation which would strengthen and widen the relati  ns 
established  in  the  past  in  particular · by  the  Agreement  between  the  European  Econo  ·  c 
Community and· the European  Atomic  Energy Community and  the Union  of Soviet  Soci  ist 
Republics on Ttade and Commercial and Economic Cooperation, signed on 18 December 198  , 
CONSIDERING the commitment of  the Community and its Member States and of  the Repu  lie 
of  Uzbekistan to strengthening the political  and economic freedoms which  constitute the v  ry 
basis of  the partnership, 
·REcOGNIZING  in  that context that support of the independence,  sovereignty and  territo ·a1 
· integrity of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan will  contribute to the safeguarding of peace and stabi ·ty 
in Central Asia,  · 
CONSID~RING  the commitment of the Parties to promote international peace and security as 
· well as the peaceful settlement of  disputes and tp cooperate to this end in the framework of he 
United Nations and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe {OSCE), 
CONSIDERING the  firm  commitment. of the  Community  and  its  Member  States and  of  he 
Republic of Uzbekistan to the full  implementation of all  principles and  provisions contained  m 
the  Final  Act  of the  Conference  on  Security  and  Cooperation  in  Europe  (CSCE),  he 
Concluding  D~cuments of the Madrid  and  Vienna Follow-Up Meetings,  the Document of 
CSCE Bonn Conference on Economic Cooperation, the Charter of  Paris for a New Europe 
the CSCE  Helsinki  Document 1992  "The  Challenges  of Change",  and  other  fundame 
doCuments ofthe OSCE,  , 
CONVINCED of the  paramount  importance  of the  rule  of law  and  respect  for  human  rig  s, 
particularly those of  persons belonging to minorities,  the  establishment  of a  multiparty syst  m 
with  free  and  democratic  elections  and  economic liberalization  aimed  at  setting up  a  mar  et 
economy, 
BELIEVING that full  implementation of  this Partnership and  Cooperation Agreement 
depend on and contribute to continuation and accomplishment of  the political, economic and le  al 
reforms in  the Republic of Uzbekistan,  as  well  as  the  introduction of the  factor::;  necessary  or 
cooperation, notably in the light of  the conclusions of  the CSCE Bonn Conference, 
· DESIROUS  of encouraging  the  process of regional  cooperation  in  the  areas covered  by  t  is 
agreement  with  neighbouring countries in  order to  promote the  prosperity  and  stability  of  e 
region. 
-'- __,.,/  >  ~·  2 DESIROUS of  establishing and developing regular politic;al.dial9g1,1,e.on bilateral and international 
'  .  ·.  '  .  ~  ' 
issues of  mutual interest, ·  . .  .  ·  · 
·:  \  .  ,  .  ··sq  .,  . J 
RECOGNIZING  AND  SUPPORTING the  wish  of Uzbekistan  to  establish  close  cooperation. 
with European institutions,  •f  :  .. 
CONSIDERING the neceSsity of  prom~il~g'investment in the Republlc of  Uzbekistan, includij}g 
in  the energy  sector,  8lld  in  this  context  the  importance  att~  by  the Commuruiy  and  its 
Member States to equitable conditions for access to and, transit ·for export of energy: ·proqucts ; 
confinning the attachment  of the Community  atld. its tt.fember States and  of the.Republic-.of 
Uzbekistan to the Eutopean Energy Charter, and· to the full implementation of  the Energy Chatter 
Treaty and the Energy Charter Pr~tocc:>l on. energy effici~ncy and related environmen~upects~  .... 
TAKING ACCOUNT of.the Gonununity's wiUingness to provide for eco.nomic cooperation aQd 
technical assistance as apP..optiate,  .·  .  .  .. ,  · 
.. 
BEARJN:G IN MIND the utility of  the Agreem~t  in favouring a gradual  rapproche~~t  between 
the Republic of Uzbekistan and a wiper area of  coopera_tion in Euro.pe and neighbouring regions 
and its progressiVe integration into the open international trading system,  ·· 
CONSIDERING the com"*ment -of the Parties  to  liberal~e trade,  in  coiifornuty  .. ~th  World 
Trade Orgmsation (\vTO) ·rules,  and  convincerl that Uzbekistan's accessian to  the~ WTQ_.wjU 
allow the further intensification .of.trade relations between them.  · 
\.·-
CONSCIOUS  of the  n~  to  -improve  conditions  affecting  busineSs  and  investment,  and· 
conditions_ in areas such as establishment of  companies,  labo~r, provision of  services :and capital-
movements,  .  : · · 
CONVINCED that this Agreement will create a new climate· f~r economic. rel~tions between· the .. 
Parties at'ul ~in particular: for  the, development  of.  trade and  investment, which  are essential to 
. economic restructuring and technological modernization,  . . .,.  _· 
.  . (  ' 
'· 
DESIROUS of establishing close cooperation in· the area of environment protection. takin8. imp 
account the interdependence existing between the.Parties in this field,  · 
RECOGNIZING  .that · cooperation  for  the  prevention  and  control  of illegal  immigratiQn 
constitutes· one ~f  the primary objectives of  this Agreement,· 
DESIROUS of  establishing cultural cooperation and improving the flow of  informationf 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
'·· 
3 ARTICLE I 
A Partnership is  hereby established between the Community and  its Member States of the one 
pan, and t-he Republic ofUzbekistan, of  the other part.  The objectives of  this partnership are: 
to support the independenc.e ~nd sovereignty of  the Republic ofUzbekistan, 
to support the Republic of  Uzbekistan's  ·efforts to consolidate its democracy, to develo  its 
_  econpmy .and to achieve transition to a market economy, 
to. provide an  appropriate framework for the political dialogue between the Parties alto 
._  the Qeyelopment of  political relations, 
to promote trade and' investment and harmonious ec6nomic relations between the Parties 
sO to foster their sustainable economic development, 
• .  to provide-a basis forlegislative. economic, social, financiai, civil, scientific, technological 
cultural cooperation, · 
to assist in the construction of  a civil society in Uzbekistan based upon the rule of  law. 
}i 
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./· 
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ResPect for demoq8cy~  prin~iples  ofint~atiooal·  Ia~ aniflruman,riShls' as d~:Jti<;lWtieuJatr_m 
.  the United-Nations <;,harter./theJielsinfci J:_.,·4Q:  ~d;tb~  Ctaatter ()f Pari$ for· a  ··~CWJlut~.:~. . 
welt as\!~.-priaciPies of:maJket econOJ:riY,. including  tflo~  .. ~:in  tile;~.-~~  : 
·  CSCE !kmn~Onrerence,  Ul'lClerpin :t~·intem&l arid e)cten)at ~p61iciesoftbe·Parti-eJ -~~;·  ' 
an essential.element of  partnership and of  this Agreement'  ·  · -·:-:"  .;  ~. 
\.  .  '  '  '  ~  " ..  \  .. 
'  ··~· . 
. ARTICLE'l·· 
-~  . '·  '  ' 
'  )  /' 
The PartieS consider· that it. ~~~tiad  ,for tbeir futpre prosperity and  sUd»lity  that thC_~ 
independent' states whiCh have  emer~  from  the dissolution :()(the Uriioo of  Sovi~ 'S~  ··. 
Republics,  hereinaft~ called. ··ifld~ent  ..  Stat~". shoUld' matmain  and  deVelOp ~-­
atllOilg  t~lves in --~- With  ·the  prinCipre5 ·· <>f  the  H:~sinki  rmaJ ·Ad :  ...  ~••·  .  " 
intemation.,t law' and. in the spirit of  goOd  nei'ghboutly relations,  and will· make  ~-··Wort  to 
·encourage· this proCess.  ·  ·  ·· 
. \ . 
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. ·.----- < ;:. TITLE II 
POLITICAL DIALOGUE 
ARTICLE 4 
A regular political dialogue shall be established between the Parties which they intend to dev lop 
and  intensify.  ·It shall  accompany and  consolidate the rapprochement between the Comrilu  "ty 
and  the Republic of Uzbekistan,  support  the political  and  economic  changes  underway in  he 
Republic of  Uzbekistan and contribute to the  establishment of new forms of cooperation.  he 
political dialogue: 
- will strengthen the links of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan with the Community and its M~mbe 
States, and thus with the community of  democt:atic nations as a whole.  The economic 
convergence achieved through this Agreement will lead to more intense political relations; 
- will bring about an increasing convergence of  positions on international issues of  mutual 
concern thus increasing security and stability in the region, 
- shall foresee that the Parties endeavour to cooperate on matters pertaining to the observan e 
of  the principles of  democracy, and the respect, protection and promotion of  human rights, 
including those of  persons belonging to minorities and shall hold consultations, if  necessa 
on relevant matterS  .. 
_ Such dialogue may take place on a regional basis. 
ARTICLES 
At ministerial  ~~vel, political dialogue shall take place within the Cooperation Council establis  d 
in Article 78 and on other occasions by mutu~l agreement. 
ARTICLE6 
Other procedures and  mechanisms for  political  dialogue shall  be  set  up  by  the Parties,  and  in 
particular in the following forms: 
regular meetings at senior official level between ~epresentatlves ofthe Community and its 
Member  States on the one hand, and representatives of  the Republic ofUzbekistan on the 
other hand; 
- taking full advantage of  diplomatic channels between the parties including appropriate 
contacts in the bilateral as well as the multilateral field  such as United Nations, OSCE 
meetings and elsewhere;  · 
- any  other_m~ans, including the possibility of  expert meetings which would contribute to 
consolidating and developing this dialogue. 
ARTICLE 7 
· Political  dialogue  at  parliamentary  level  shall  take  place  '"'ithin  the  framework  of  t  e 
Parliamentary Cooperation Committee established in  Anicle 83. 
6 .. TITUE 111· 
TRADE I.N GOODS 
. ARTICLES 
1.  Th~  Parties shall accord to one anotll~ most'.:.favoured-natiort treatment in all areas in r~peet 
(  .  '  .  - .  /  '  ~  .  '  '  .  .  ' 
'of:  '·  · · 
.  '-~ ~-.. 
customs duties and charges applied to imports and exports, including the method o( · 
colleCting 
such duties and chafges; 
- provisions relating to customs clearance. transit, warehouses and transhipment;  . 
taxes and other intefnal charge$ of  any kind applied directly or indirectly to imported goods; 
methods of  pa"yment and the transfer of  such payments;  '  . ' . 
- the rules relating .to the sale, purchase. transport, distribution and use of  goods on t6e ' 
domestic market.  ·  ·  · · 
2.  The provisions of  pamgraph I shall ~ot apply to:_ · 
(a)  advantageS granted with the aim of  creating a  customs union Of a free-trade ar~  6rpursuant 
to the  -creatiOn of  Stich a imion or area;  '  ,  l  · 
(b)  advantages· granted to particular countries in  .accordance with  WTO rules  and With  otil~ 
. intema~ional arrangements in. favour of  developing countries; 
.  '  . 
(c)  advantages accorded to adja~nt countries in Order to facilitate frontier traffic.  · 
'  <  •  • 
3. . . The provisiops of paragraph  ,1  -shall  not apply, during a t.nlnsitional  period expjring ort.  ~be 
. date  of
1 
the  Republic  of Uzbekistan  acc::eding  to  the  WTO  or on  31 DeCember 1998, 
whichever is earlier, to advantages defined in Annex I granted by the Republic of  Uzbekistan 
to other states which have emerged from the dissolution' of  the USSR 
ARTICLE9 
l.  The Patties agree that the principle of  free-transit is  ~n essential condition of attaining the 
objectives of  this Ag~eement.  .  .  . 
'  '  ,:  - . 
Inthis CQnnection each Party shall secure unr~tricted transit via or through its territory of. 
goods originating in the customs teriitory or destined for the customs territory 'of  the other 
Party.  ·  ·  ·  · ·  · 
2.  The rules  described  in  Article V,  paragrapqs 2,  J, 4  and  5 of  the GATT at:e applicable 
bet~en  the Parties. ·  ·  '  · ·  ·· 
3.  The roles contained in  this  Article  are "Yithout prejudice fo  any special, ,rules  relating to 
~ specific sectors. in  particular such as transport, or products agreed between the P~nies. 
·  ... '-. 
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Without prejudice to the rights and obligations stemming from  international conventions on  he 
te~porary admission  of goods which  bind  the  ~arties,  ~ach Party shall  furthermore grant  he 
other' Party exemption  from  import  charges and  duties on goods admitted  temporarily,  in  e 
instances and acrording to the procedures stipulated by any other international conyention on t  is 
matter binding upon it, in conformity with its legislation.  Account shall be taken of  the conditi  ris 
under which the obligations stemming from such a,convention have been accepted by the Party in 
question. 
ARTICLEll 
I.  Go~ds  originating in the Republic of  Uzbekistan shall be imported into the Community fr  e 
of quantitati.ve  restrictions  an_d  meas"!res  of equivalent  effect,  without  prejudice  to t  e 
provisions of  Articles 13, 16 and 17 of  this Agreement. 
2.  Goods originating. in the Community shall beimported into the Republic of  Uzbekistan fr  e 
of quantitative  restrictions. and  measures  of equivalent  effect,  without  prejudice  to  t  e 
provisions of  Articles 13,  16 and 17 of  this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 12 
Good~  shall be traded ~etween  the  Parties at market-related prices. · 
ARTICLE 13 · 
I.  Where any product is being imported into the territory of  one of  the Parties in such increas 
quantities or under such conditions as to cause or threaten  to  cause injury  to domest c 
producers  of  like  or direct  competitive  products,  the  Community  or  the  Republic  f 
Uzbekistan, whichever is concerned, may take appropriate measures in accordance with t  e 
following procedures and conditions. 
2.  Before.taking any measures, or in  cases to which  paragraph 4  applies as soon as possib e 
thereafter, the Community or the Republic of Uzbekistan· as  the  case may be shall  supp 
the Cooperation Council  with all  relevant information  with  a view  to  seeking· a soluti 
acceptable to the Parties' as provided for in Title XI. 
3.  If,  as a-result of the consultations,  the Parties do  not  reach  agreement  within  30 days 
referral·· to the· Cooperation  Council  on  actions  to  avoid  the  situation,  the  Party  \vhi 
requested consultations shall  be  free  to  restrict  imports of the  products concerned  to tl 
extent and'forsuch time as  is necessary to prevent ,or remedy  the injury. orto adopt oth  r 
appropriate measures. 
8 
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4. 
5. 
}Q criti.catcircumSta~ces where delay ~ould  cause damage difficult to repair. the Parties may · 
. take 'the  measures. ·before  the,  con~ultations; on  tt~· ~ondition that  consultations  shati  be ' 
offered immediately after taking·such action .. · 
I 
In the selection of  measures under this Article, the Parties shall giv~ priority to those which  · 
caUse· least disturbance to the achieyement of  the aims ofthisAgreement.  .  .  .  '  . .  I 
6.  Nothing m  this Article Shall  prejud,ce or: affect  in  any. way the taking, by either Party, ~of 
anti-du~  or countervailing  tn~~s-.in  ·  ~t~rdance with Article .VJ oftbe GATT, ·the 
Agreement  ori implementation  of Article  VI:  of the  GATT,  the A&ieement  .. related. on 
· · interpretation  and  appl4cation ·or' Art  ides VL .  XVI  and  :x:Xlu  of  ~the GAIT  or r*ted 
internal legislation.  · ·  ·  · 
ARTICLEl4· 
'..  '  '  '  .·  '  .  :  ·.  .  ;  .  :  . 
The Parties ~e  to oonsider de-Velopment  of the  provisi~ns in this Agreemetit on trade' iri 
goods betweet1 thenl, as' circumstances allow;, inCluding the situation arising ~om  the aCtlessfon of.  . . 
the Repubfte.ofUzbekistan to1the wro.  The c~~ration  Council may maker~~~  . 
on such developJ11en;ts to the: Parties which could 'be put into effect, where; aceepted.; by vktue of 
agreement ~een  the-Parties in acc~dance  with their resPective procedures.  _  '  .  · 
'  .  '  ~  .  ,-;- •  •  I  ·~'  '  ,, 
ARTICLE 15 
_} 
, This A.greemeJJt .  shall not preclude pr()hibitions or restrictions on' imports;  ex:ports .·or goods. in -· 
transit~  on grounds of.pijblic ~orality,.  public pc>licy or public' security;. the· pro,,~on of 
healdt ~life-of~  aainllak or-plants; the protection of  natural resources; the· ptpteCl;ion c>f 
national  t~es  .of artistic,.: listEJric or archaeological  value or the  protection' of  il)teiJectu~, 
industqal  and  com~ciaJ property or· rules  relating to g~ld and silver.  S~ch prohrbi~i~ns ()r 
restrictions ,  shall  n<?t,  however,  constitute a mearis of arbitrary discrimination pr  .fi  disguised· · 
restriction cin trade between the Parties..  .  .  .  ··  .  /  .  .  .  . 
/  ' 
,  ARTICLE Hi 
,'>  . 
.. 
. This  Title  shal~ not  apply  to trade  in textile pJ-oducts' falling' under Chapters  .50. to ()3  of the - _ 
Combined NORienGiature.  Trade in these products·.sh.aU be governed  by- a separate  ~greentent,  · 
initialled on 4 December'199s an.d applied provisionally since 1  January  1996~  ·  - -
•I  I  <  '  \  •  '  !  ' 
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ARTICLE 17 
1.  Trade  in  products  covered  by  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Coal  and  St  el 
Community  shall  be  governed  by  the  provisions  of this  Title.  with  the  exception  f 
Article 11. , 
2.  A contact group on coal and steel matters shall be set up, comprising representatives oft e 
Community  on  the one hand,  and  representatives of the Republic  of Uzbekistan  on  t  e 
other. 
,  The contact group shall exchange, on a regular basis. information on all coal and steel matters 
interest to the Parties. 
ARTICLE 18 
. Trade in  nuclear  materials  shall  be  subject  to the  provisions  of a  specific  Agreement  to  e 
concluded between the European Atomic Energy Community and the Republic of  Uzbekistan  . 
. . . > 
.. •, 
_  ... - .  ..  ~".t  /·/ 
/ PROVISIONS AF:FECfiNG BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT 
CHAPTER I 
l.abour conditioqs 
ARTICLE 19 
1.  Subject  to the laws, condititins and _procedures applicable. in each Member State, the 
Community  and  the  Member  St,ates .  shall  endeavour  to  ensure  that  the  treatm<mt 
accord~  to nationals of  the Republic ofUzl?ekistan, legally employed in the. teriitory of 
·a Member State shall be free from  any. disCrimination based on nationality, as regards 
working COnditions; remuneration or dismissal, as compared to its OWn nationals. .  . 
2.  Subject to the laWs, conditions-and pro~ures  applicable in the Republic of  Uzbekistan, 
the Republic of Uzbeki$tan  shall  endeavo~r to ensure that the treatment accorded to 
nati~nals of a ·Member ·State,  legally  einployed  in  the  territory  of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan  shall  be ,  free  from  any  discriminaticm  based·  on  nationality,  as  regards 
,  working condition~ remqneration or dismissal, as compared to its own nationals  .. 
ARTICLE~O 
The  C~peration Council shall examine which  improv~ments can be made m  working conditions  . 
for business people consistent with the international commitments of  the  Parti~ including those 
set out in the document of  the CSCE Bonn Conferen~.  ' 
ARTICLE21 
.  .  . 
The Cooperation Council-shall make recoqtmendations for  t~e implementation of  Articfes 19 and 
20. 
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CHAPTER II 
Conditions affeCting the establishment and operation of coanp•wies 
' 
ARTICLE 22 
I.  The Community  and  its  Member  States  shall · grant, /or  the  establishment  of Uzb  k 
companies as defined in  Article 24 (d), treatment no less favourable  than that accorded  o 
. any third country companies. 
2.  Withou,t  prejudice to. the reservations  listed  in  Annex  II,  the Community and  its Memb  r 
States  shall  grant  to  subsidiaries  df Uzbek  companies  established  in  their  territories 
treatment no less favourable than that granted to any Community companies, in  respect 
the.ir operation. 
3.  The  Community  and  its  Member  States  shall  grant  to  branches  of Uzbek  compani  s 
established in their territories a treatment no less favourable than that accorded to branch  s 
of  companies of  any third country, in respect of  their operation. 
4.  Without prejudice to the reservations listed. in  Annex III, the Republic of Uzbekistan sh  II· 
grant. for thy estab1ishment of  Community companies as defined in  Article 24 (d), treatme  t 
no  less· favourable  than  that  accorded  to  Uzbek. companies  or  to  any  third  count 
comp(!.nies; whichever is the better. 
5.  The  R,epublic  of Uzbekistan  shall  grant  to ·subsidiaries  and  branches  of Communi 
compapies established in its .territory treatment no less favourable than that accorded to i s 
own· companies' or branches or to any third country company or branch,  whichever  is  t 
better, in respect of  their openitions.  -
ARTICLE23 
I.  The provisions of  Article 22 shall not apply to airtransport, inland  waterways transport an 
maritime transport. 
2.  Hoyvever,  in  respect  of activities  undertaken  by  shipping  agencies  tor  the  proviSIOn 
.international maritime transport services. including intermodal activities involving a sea le' . 
each Party shall  permit the companies of the other Party their commercial  presence  in  it 
territory in  the: form  of subsidiaries  or branches,  under conditions  of establishment  an 
operation no less favourable than those accorded to its own companies or to subsidiaries 
branches of  companies of  any third country, whichever are the b~tter 
Such activities include but are' not limited to: 
(a)  marketing and  sales of maritime transport and related  services through direct  contact  wit  1 
customers. from quotation to invoicing,  whether these services are operated or otrered b ' 
the service supplier itself or by service suppliers with which the service seller has establishc I 
standing business arrangements; 
12 (b) _ purchase and  use,  on their own  acco4~t or o.n  behalf of  their·custom~s (and to resale to 
their customers) of  any transport and  r~lated ser\iices, inCluding  in~ard tran.sp.ort services by 
anv  mode,  particularly  inland  waterways,  road  and  rail~  necessary  for  the supply 9f an. 
int-egrated service;  '  '  . '  .  '  .  .  '  .·  '  r  .  •  ;  '  '  . 
'  . 
(c)  preparation  of documentation  concernit:tg transport documents,  ~ustoms _documents,  or 
. other docilm~ts  related to the origin and character ofthe.goods transported; 
{d)  provision  of business  information, .  by  any . means.  including  ComputeriZed  iftfcS~at,mn 
.  '.  _,  -.\  "'"·;~.  '  .  '.  .·  '  •  .  .  • '  '.'1  ) 
systems  and  electronic  data  interchange (subject  to any non-discriminatory: f:~trictions 
concerning telecommunications); 
(e)  setting up 'of  any business arrangement, including participation in the company's stock aa4 
the apJl9intment.ofpersoMel recruited locally (or, in the case'offot~gn-personnefLsubjeet 
to the relevant proviSions. of  this AgTeement  ), with any lOcally ~stablished sltippiJ-ig: ~; 
!'  ~  "  ':  •  • 
(f)  acting on behalf .of the .eompanies,  organizing the call of  the shipor taking  oy~~ qrg~ 
when required. - ·  ·  ' 
. '-
ARTICLE24 
For the p~rpose of  this Agree.;nent: 
(a) A  "C~mtnunity company"' or an "U~k-company" respectively shall mean a contpany set up ~  ~ 
in accordance with· the laws of~·  Member State or·  ~f  the Republic of  Uzbeki~tan  respectiv~Jy  •aR(i 
having its ·registered office or  centr~·  admi~istration, or principal place of  bu~ness. in the temtOJ) 
of  the Community or the Republic of  Uzbekistan respectively._ Howev'er,,  sh~:mld. the"compapy set 
up in  accordance with thee laws of  a  M~mber  State or the Republic of U7.:b¢klStan. respectively 
have.  only its registered otliee in the territory of the Community or the Republic of  Ozbeki~an 
respectively, the company shall be considered a Community or qzbek company ,respectively lflts 
operations pOS$CSS a  real and  conti~9us  l_ink with the economy of  one of  the Mer'flber States or : 
the Republic ofUzbekistan·respeetively.  ·  ·  · 
I  I  ~  ' 
(b) "Subsidiary" ·of a cempany shall  :mean a company which is effectively ·controlled tJY  the first. 
.  .  .  ·- \  .  '  :;  .  . .  . 
company. 
(c) ".Branch"  of~  company shaD mean a place ofbusiness not having legal personalitY which has 
· the appearance ofp~nnanency, such _as the extension ,of'a parent body, has a managell}ent ·and is 
materially equipped to negotiate business with third· parties so that the latter, although TalOWing 
that there wiD if  necesSary be a legal link with the parent boqy, the head office of  which is  ~abt:o~ 
do not have·to de~l  ~irectly with such  parent body ·but  ~ay transact business -at:th~·ptace ·or 
business constituting the extension. 
- (d) "Establishment" ·shall  mea~the right of  Com~unity or Uzbek companies as  referr~<f'·to in · 
point (a)" to take up economic activiti'es by meC!"s of  the setting up  ofsubsidiarie~ and branc~  in · 
. the Republic ofUzbekistan or  .in the Community respect~vely.  ·  ·  ' 
.(e)  "Operation" shall mean the pUr~it of  economic activities. 
13 '  :  '  .:  ~ 
(f)  "Economic  activities"· shall  mean  activities  of an  industrial.  commen:ial  and  professi  nal 
character. 
,  (g) With regard to international maritime transport, including intermodal  operations involvi1 g a 
sea leg, nationals of the Member States or o(the Republic of Uzbekistan established outside the 
Community  or the  Republic  of Uzbekistan  respectively,  and  shipping  companies  esrabli · 1ed' 
outside the Community or the Republic of Uzbekistan and controlled by  nationals of a  Men ber 
. State or nationals of the Republic (jf Uzbekistan respectively,  shall  also  be  beneficiaries of the 
provisions of this Chapter and Chapter III if their vessels are ·registered in  that Member Stat  or 
in the Republic of  Uzbekistan respectively in accordance with their respective legislation. 
ARTICLE25 
I.  Notwithstanding ariy  oth~r provisions of this  Agreement,  a Party shall  not  be  preve  ed 
from  taking  measures  for  prudential  reasons,  including  for  the  protection  of invest  rs, 
depositors. policy holders or persons to whom a fiduciary duty is owed by a financial se  ice 
· supplier.  or to  ensure  the  integrity  and  stability  of the  financial  system.  Where  s  ch 
measures do not conform with the provisions of  this Agreement, they shall not be used 
means ofavoidingthe obligations of  a Party under·this Agreement. 
2.  Nothing in this Agreement shall  be construed as requiring a Party to  disclose infonnat on 
·relating to the. affairs and.accounts of  individual customers or any confidential or propriet  ry 
infonnation in the possession of  public entitieS. 
3.  For the purposes ofthis Agreement. "financial services" shall mean those activities descri  ed 
· in Ani1ex  IV.  ·  ·  · 
ARTICLE 26 
The provisions of  this Agreement shall not prejudice the application by each Party of  any meas  re 
riecessary  to  prevent  the. circumvention of its  measures concerning  third  country access to its 
market, through the provisions ofthis Agreement  . 
. ARTICLE 27 
I .  Notwithstanding the provisions of Chapter I of this Title.  a Community  company or  n 
Uzbek company established in the territory of  the Republic of Uzbekistan or the Commun ty 
respectively  sh~1ll  be  entitled  to  employ,  or have  employed  by  one of its  subsidiaries  or 
branches. in accordance with the legislation in force in the host country of establishment, in 
the territ01y of the Republic of  Uzbekistan and the Community respectively, employees w  o 
are  natt<mals  of Community Member States an'd  the Republic of Uzbekistan  respectiv  y, 
provided that such employees are key personnel as defined in paragraph 2, and that they 
employed exclusively by companies, or branches.  The residence and work permits of s 
em-ployees shall only cover the period of  such employment. 
.!.  Key  personnd pf the abovementioned companies herein referred  to as "organizations" 
''intra-corporate transferees" as detined in  (c) in  the following categories. provided that 
14 
-' . 9rganization is a legal. person and that,  the persons concerned have beerl employed by: it  or 
'hav~. Heen partners in  it (other t,han 'mkjority shareholders), for at least the yeadmrnedi1nely 
preceding such movement: 
-;  :~ ·,,  ' 
l  ·,  1 
· (a)  Person~ working In  a  senior  position  witll,  .~n  organization,  who· primarily  dirett'the  ··  · 
management of  the establishmen~ ~Vin$  ~ner~l superVision or direet_ion priricipall{rr:om  -~ 
the board of  directors or stockholda'S··:or the bUSiness or  their equivalent,  includin~: ·  -· 
(b) 
'(c) 
.,  - '.  '  - '. 
dirtcting the establishment or a department or subdivision of  the establishment. 
- Supervising and controlling the work of  other supervisory, professional or  ma~ageri81 
employees.  ·  ·  · 
having the authority personally to hire.·and fire or reeommend hiring, firing or other. 
persoqnel actions~  '  · 
Persons working within.an organization who pos~s.uncoinmon knowledge es~~ial to the 
establishment's service, ~ch  eq~ipment, tecruuques or management. · The ~ent  of 
such  kn~wtedge may  reflect,  apart·-from· knowledge  .. specific to the  establislli:J:tent~ a  high 
le-Vel  of qualifi<:ation  referringto a  type .of·work or trade requiring  speC?,i~c  ~hnic$1 
knowledge, including. me~ip  of  an a~credited profession;  ·  .  ·  ·  · 
An  "intra,.~rporate  transfe~ee'1 is  defined-~ a  natural person working within·~·  o~gan~tlon 
in the 'territory of a. Party, and being temporarily transferred  in  the context of\pllrsuit .of 
economic activities in the territory of  the other :Party; the organization· conc.emed 11lust have 
its  principal  place  of business  in  the  territory  of ~ Party  and  the  transfer· be  to  ;an 
esi&blishrnent  (branch,  subsidiary) of  that organization. effectively pursuing  lik~,eC,onoriuc 
activities in the territory ofthe other Party,  .  · ·  ·. 
·. 
ARTICLE2s· 
I~  The Parties shall Use  their best endeaVOI,lrS  t.o  avoid taking any measures or.  actiOI)S  ~hich 
render the conditionS for· the establishment and operation· of  each other's  compani~  ..  mo.~;e 
restrictive  than  the situation  existing  on the day  preceding  the date of signature· of the 
Agreement. 
2. .  The provisions of this Article are without prejudice to those of Article  36:  the situations 
covered by Article 36 shall  be solely governed .  by its provisions  to  the exclu.sioli. of any  ·· 
other.  .  '.  . 
<  .'J  ' 
3.  Acting  in  the spirit  of partnership  and  cooperatio~ and'·in  the  ligh.t· of the  pfovisions  of 
Article 42, the Government  of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan shall inform the Community of  its. 
intentions  to submit  new 'legislation  or  adopt  new  regulations  which  may  reric:ler  the 
conditions· for t}l~ .establishmeht or operation in  the 'Republic. of Uzbekistan ofsubsidiaries 
and  ~ranches of Community companies more restrictive than the .situati()n  existing ,~n the 
day preceding the date gf signature of  the Agreerr1ent.  The.  ~ommunity may ,request  the 
Republic of Uzbekistan to communicate the drafts .of such legislation or regulations ~nd to  ' 
enter into consultations about 'those drafts.  · 
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/' 4.  Where new legislation or regulations introduced in  the Republic of Uzbekistan would r 
in  rendering  the  conditions  for  operation  of subsidiaries  and  branches  of Commu  ity 
companies  established  in  the  Republic  of Uzbekistan  more  restrictive  than  the  situa ion 
existing on the day of signature of  this Agreement, such legislation or regulations shall  not 
apply  during  three  years  following  the  entry  into  force  of the  relevant · act  to  t  se 
subsidiaries ·and  branches already established in the Rep~blic of Uzbekistan at the tim  of 
entry into force of  the relevant act. 
CHAPTERID' 
Cross border supply of  se..Vices between the Community 
and the. Republic of  Uzbekistan 
ARTICLE29 
1.  The  Parties  undertake  in  accordance  wi~h the  provtsJons  of this  Chapter  to  take  he 
necessary  steps to allow progressively  the supply of services  by  Community  or Uz ek 
compahies who' are  established  in  a ,Party  other than  that  of the  person  for whom  he  . 
services are intended  taking  into  account the development  of the  service  sectors in  e  · 
Parties. 
2.  The  Cooperation  Council  shall  make  recommendations  for  the  implementation  of 
paragraph 1. · 
ARTICLE30 
The Parties shall  cooperate with the aim ·of developing a market oriented service sector in  t  e 
Republic of  Uzbekistan. 
ARTICLE31 
1.  The.  Parties  undertake  to  apply  effectively  the  principle  of unrestricted  access  to  t  e 
international maritime market and traffic on a commercial basis: 
(a)  the  above  provision  does  not  prejudice  the  rights  and  obligations  ansmg 
the United Nations Convention on a. Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences, as applicab e 
to one or other Party to this Agreement.  Non~conference lines will  be free to operate  n 
competition with a conference as long as th\ey adhere to the principle of  fair competition  n 
a commercial basis;  . 
. (b)  the Parties affirm their commitment to a freely competitive environment as being an essenti  I 
feature of  the dry and liquid bulk trade. 
16 ,) 
'  •' 
(a)  not apply. as from the entry into force ofthis Agreement, any  cargo sharing pto,vi.~ton~ of··. 
bilateral a,greements between any Member States of·the Conmu.lnity and\ the former' Sp\iiet. · 
/  .  . .  ~- '  . i  ,./  .,  ) 
'  Union~ 
'J 
(b)  . not introduce. cargo sharing clauses into  ~ure bilateraL· agreements with third  counwies,  " 
other than in those exceptional circunistances wher~ liner shipping companies from, one ~ . 
other Party to tbisAgreement·.\Vodllt'hot _otherwise have an effective opportunity to ply f(!)r 
trade t6 and ftom the tliitd country toncerned; 
(c) prohibittargo sha~ng  a~gements'  i~ futurebila.teral ·agt".eements  co~rning  dry 1Uld liquid 
· bulk trade·  ·}  ·  ·  · 
(d) 
' 
abolish. upon  entry into.  force  of this Agreement,  all  unilateral  m~sures, adminiStrative, 
, technical and .other obstacles which could have restrictiVe or diScriminatory ·effects ·on the 
free supply of  services irt international maritime transport.  .  ·  ·  ·  · 
\  . .  .  I 
.  ( 
<.  i' 
:A~TICLE  32. 
· · With a view to assuring a cOordinated p~velopment oftransport between the  'Parties  •. ada.ptedtQ 
their commercial needs.  the conditions of mutual  market access  and! provision of se,rv.ices  in 
transport-by road. rail and  inland·~aterways.and.·ifapplicable, in air· transport ·may be d~twjth. 
by spee~~c agreements where appropriate negotiated between the Parties. after ~tl)' into force of 
this Agreement.  · 
'  1 
·  z CHAPTER  IV 
Generai.Provisions 
ARTICLE33 
1.  The provisions of this' Title shall  00.  ~pplied subject to  limitations justified on  ,grQil~ds oJ  .. 
public policy, public security.or: public health. 
'  .  . 
'  . . 
2.  They shan not  apply.~ activities. which in  the territory ofthe Parties ate conn~cted~ even ' 
occasionally. with the exercise_of.o.fficial authority..  . 
ARTICL~34 
For the purp~e  of  this Title. nothing in this Agreement shall  pre~ent the .Parties .from  apr}lyiJlg 
'their laws and regtuations. regarding entry ,and stay. \vork, .labour cqnditions alld estabiishment of  J. 
natural  P;erson~ and supply of  service~.  ·ptovi~ed that, in so doing,' they do not appiy'them i.n  a  · 
manner as to nullify.·. or impair' the. benefits accrui,pg  t.o  any Party ~nd~r the·· terms of a spe9ific 
·provision of  this Agreement.  The above provision does not prejudice the. appticatier:t of.Ait«;le 
33. 
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ARTICLE :35  \  ' 
,•  ...  1, 
Companies which  are  controlled  and  exclusively owned by  Uzbek companies and  Comm  ity 
companiesjointlysfm.U also be beneficiaries of  the provisions of  Chapters II, III and IV. 
ARTICLE36 
Treatment granted by either Party to the oth~r hereunder shall, as from the day one month p ·or 
to the date of  entry into force of  the relevant obligations of  the General Agreement on Trad  m 
ServiCes (GATS), in respect of sectors or measures covered by the GATS, in  no case be  re 
favourable than  that accorded  by such first  Party und~r the. provisions .. of GATS  and  thi  m 
respect .of  each service sector, sub-sector and mode of  supply. 
ARTICLE37 
For the purposes of  Chapters II, III and IV, no account shall be taken of  treatment accorded by 
_the  CommunitY.  its .Member  States or the Republic of Uzbekistan  pursuant  to commitm  ts 
entered into in economic integration agreements in accordance with the principles of  Article  of 
the GATS.  . 
ARTICLE38 
1.  The most-favoured-nation treatment granted in accordance with the provisions of  this T tie 
shall not apply to the .tax advantages which 'the .Parties are providing or will provide in  he 
future on the basis of  agreements to avoid double taxation, o~  other tax arrangements. 
2.  Nothing in this  Title  shall  be construed  to prevent the adoption  or enforcement  by  he 
Parties· of any measure aimed at preventing the avoidance or evasion of taxes pursuant to 
the· tax provisions of agreements to avoid double taxation and  other tax arrangements,  or 
·.  domestic fiscal legislation. 
3.  Nothing  in  this . Title  shall  be  construed  to  prevent  Member States  or the  Republic  of 
,  Uzbekistan from  distinguishing, in  the application of the relevant provisions of their tis 
legislation.  between tax payers who are not in  identical situations,  in  particular as rega  s 
their place of  residence. 
ARTICLE39 
Without prejudice to Article 27,  no provision of Chapters II, III and IV shall  be interpreted  s 
giving the right to: 
- nationals ofthe Member States or of  the Republic ofUzbekistan respectively to enter, or sta 
in, the territory of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan or the Community respectively in any capacity 
whatsoever. and in particular as a shareholder or partner in a company or manager or 
employee 
thereof or supplier Qr recipient of  services~ 
18 - Community subsidiaries or branches of l:Jzbek companies to employ. or have employed in the 
territOI)' of  the Community nationals ofi~e Republic of  Uzbekistan; 
- Uzbek subsidiarics.or branches of  Conimunity companies io emplqy or have employed in the 
territory of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan nationals ofthe Member States;  'lf  qrr:  ·  · 
- Uzbek companies or Community subsidiaries or branches of  Uzbek compa\\ies to supply :q ..  ,  ' . 
Uzbek persons to act for and under th&c.~trolofo~herpersons  by temporary employment. 
contracts; 
- Community companies or Uzbek sub~idiaries or branches of  Community companies to supply 
workers. who are nationals of  the. Member States IJytemporary employment contracts;  ·  .  .  .  .  .  .  ·~ 
CHAPTERV 
Current payments'  ~nd capital 
ARTIC~E  40 
I.  .  The Parties undertake to .  authorize  in  freely convertible .currency,  '(lOY  payn1~nts~  0~. the 
current· account of balance of  paym.ents  between residents of the Community "and  of th¢ 
Republic of  Uzbekistan c6nnected with the movement of  goods, services ~r  person~Jn~de  ~~ 
accordance.with the provisions of  this Agreement. 
2.  With regard to transactions on tile capital  ac~ount  .. of  balan~ of payments, frOm entry into 
force of  this Agreement, the free movement of  capl~al relating to direct investments made in 
companies fom1'ed  in accordance with the l~ws of  the host country and
1,investments made in 
· ·atcordan¢e with the pro~i~ions of  .Chapter II. and  ~he 1iqui4ation  or repatriatio_il  ~{these 
investments a'nd of  any pr'ofit stemming therefr,om shall be ensured.  ' . .  '  '  •.  '  ':' 
3.  Without  prejt~dice to paragraph 2  or to paragraph 5,  as  from the entry irito  force of this  · 
. Agreement~ no new foreign exchange .  restri(:tions Qn  the moverrient  of  capit~l arid  CUrrent 
payments connected  thereWith  between  residents of the Comrriunity  and  the Republic of 
Uzbekistan  shaJI  be  introduced·  and  the  existing  arrangements  shall  not  become  .m<>re· 
restrictive. 
4.  The Parties shall consult each other with a view to (acilitating  th~ movement  off01"111s 'of 
capital other than those referred toin'paragraph 2 between the Communi~y  and t_he Republic 
of  Uzbekistan in order to promote the objectives of  this Agreement.  ·  ·  · 
J  . 
19 0.  Without  prejudice to paragraphs  I and 2, \vhere.  in  exceptional  circumstances,  move1 
of capital  between  the  Community  and  the  Republic of Uzbekistan  cause,  or threat  to 
cause, serious difficulties fot the operation of  exchange rate policy or monetary policy i  the 
Community or t~e Republic of Uzbekistan.  the Community and the Republic of  Uzbeki tan, 
respectively,. may take safeguard measures with regard to movements of  capital betwee  the 
Community and the Republic of Uzbekistan for a  period not exceeding si.x  months if  uch · 
:measures are strictly necessary.  . 
.  ;  1),"" 
CHAPTER VI 
·''  ..  ·  Intdle~tual, industrial and· commerci;d property protection 
ARTICLE41 
'  '  ' 
L  · ,Pursuant to the provisions of  tlus Article and of Annex V,  the Republic of Uzbekistan 
Continue to improve the protection of  intellectual, industrial and commercial property ri  hts 
in order to provide, by the end of  the fifth year after the entry into force of  this Agree  nt, 
·for a level of  protection similar to that exi,sting in the Community, including effective m  ans 
of  enforcing such rjghts.  '  · 
2.  By the  end _of the fifth  year after  entry  into  force  of this  Agreement!  the  Republi  of 
Uzbekistan  shall  accede  to  the  multilateral  conventions. on  intellectual,  industrial  nd 
commercial property rights .referred to in  paragraph I of  Annex V to which Member St tes 
are parties or Which  are de facto  applied  by  Member  States,  according· to  the rele  ant 
provisions contained in  these~  conventions; 
20 
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.LEGISLATIVE GQO"ERATION 
'  . 
~)  ~t  .  J.,·  ' 
. ARTICLEA2  ..  ·n  ·  .. ;:;. 
•  '  '  I  '  ,.  •  '.~~~~X~~~,  .  ~~/•:  ~·  ~'  .  t  "  .  - t  \  ···~:  . 
The PartieS  recomtize. that ·  ari  important  C9nditior:a  (or strengtbenillg  the. eco~c. ·links 
betWeen .  the, Republic· of UZbekistan  andi  the Communjty  is  the. approximation  of the.·· 
Republic of  UZQekistan's  existing  and  future  legislation to, that of the· CQ~uaity~.. The 
·Republic of  Uzbekistan shall endeavour to ensure t~t  its legislation will be gradually made 
compatible with that ofthe Community.  ·  ,  .  - . ·  . . 
.  . 
The  ~proximation of  laws~  shall extend to the. fo.llowing areas in particUlar:. a.tStcJmS law, 
company  Ia~, taws on ·banking and. other financial  serVices, eompany ··aecOwat$ -~·  ·taK~ 
intellectuar  pr~,  protection  of  workers at th~  ~kpla~,  rUleS <m crirnpetitiC>rt ~ 
· any related i8su~  and practiCeS atfC9ting trad~ public prQCUtehlent, protection of  heatth.,.t 
life of  human( animals and plants. .  the environment, consl.Jmer protecti<m, indireet. ~ion, 
technical rules and standards.. nuclear laws and. regulations, transport, teleco~tio,ns.  · 
'  '  .  !\  .  •  .  .  ·"'  -
"';<,·''; 
3.  · Tbe Community shall /provide the Republic .ofUzl)e~~  with teclmical ~,for  tile. 
implementation of~  measures, which' may include i.e::  ·  · 
.:..  the exchang~  of  experts;  .·  .  .  .  .. .  . 
- the :provision of'  early information eSpecially on rcelevant legisl~ion; 
- organizatien ofSemjn~s~  '  '  '  . . .  .  ' . 
.,  . 
-.·training ofpersdnnel involved in. the drafting and implementation:·of legislation;. ·  ·  .  "  k  "~ 
- aid for translation of  Community legislation in the;relewnt sectots. 1  :.  ·::<:  .,,,., · 
4.  ·The :PartieS agree to eiamine ways to apply their fespective competition .taws on a cqnCertJCI 
basis in such eases :where trade between them is afeeted. · 
.  )  21 
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.'~/7 ···.····· ...  (  ,·  '  ' TITLE VI 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION 
ARTICLE43 
1.  The Community and the Republic of  Uzbekistan shall establish economic cooperation  ed 
at  contributing  to  the  process  of  economic  reform  and  recovery  and  sustai  able 
development  of the Republic of Uzbekistan.  Such  cooperation shall  strengthen  exi  ting 
economic links, to the benefit of  the Parties. 
2.  ·Policies and  other measures will  be designed to bring about economic and .social  refi  nns 
and restructuring of  the economic system in the Republic of  Uzbekistan and will be  ded 
by the requirements of  sustainability·and harmonious social development; they will also  lly 
incorporate environmental considerations. 
3.  To  this  end  the  cooperation  will  concentrate,  .in  particular,  on  economic  and  s  cial 
development.  human  resources  development,  support  for  enterprises  (inclu  ing 
privatization,  investment  and  development  of financial  services),  agriculture  and  fi  od, 
energy and civil nuclear ·safety, transport; postal services and telecommunications, tou 
environmental protection and regional cooperation. 
4. ..  Sp~cial attention shall be devoted to measures capable of  fostering regional cooperation. 
5.  Where appropriate, economic cooperation and other forms 9f  cooperation provided fir in 
. this Agreement.may be supported by technieal assistance from the Community, taking  nto 
account ·the ·com~unity's relevant  Council  regulation applicable to technical  assistan  in 
the Independent States; the priorities agreed upon in  the indicative programme relate  to 
Community  technical  assistance  to  the  Republic  of Uzbekistan  and  its  establi  hed 
coordination and implementation procedures. 
ARTICLE44 
Cooperation in the field o(.trade in goods and services 
The Parties will cooperate with a view to ensuring that the Republic of  Uzbekistan's internati  nal 
trade is co.nducted in conformity with the rules of  the WTO. 
Such cooperation shall  include specific issues directly relevant to trade facilitation,  in  partie  Jar 
with a view to assisting the Republic of Uzbekistan to harmonise its legislation and  regulat  ns 
with  wro  rules  and  so  to  fulfil  as  soon  as  possible  the  Conditions  of accession  to  hat 
Organisation.  These include: 
- formulation of  policy on trade and trade-related questions, including payments and clearin 
mechanisms, 
- drafting of  relevant legislation. 
22 ARTICLE.45 
lndustrh•l coopentti<Hl 
·.  1.  Cooperation shall aim at promoting'5tlli-fbflbWirig in particular:  · 
-the  d~elopment  of  business Jinks  bet~ee~ economic operators ofbOth  sides~  ' 
:.:.  Co1D11Junity.participation in 'Uzbekistan's efforts to restru¢ture its industry~ 
- the improveQtent of  management; 
- the improvement of  the quality of  in4ustrial products; 
- the. development of  efficient production and processing capacity in the raw materialS· sector;  :. 
~  the development ofappropriate-commercial rutes .and praelices including product marketing; 
-;- environmental protection; 
- derence (:Onversion;  ,  · 
_  ttaininglofmanagement personnel. 
2..  The provisions of  this Article shall  not affect the enforcement of  Commuqity  com~tion 
rules applicable to undertakings.  · 
ARTICLE46 
ln'Ve~tment promotion and protection · 
.  t"  '  '  . 
.. l'..  BearingJn• mind the respective powers and competences of  the Community and the 'Member 
·'Stat~~ eooper:ation shall.· aim to establish a favourable climate for pnvate irivesrmem: both 
· domestic and foreign,  especially through  better conditions for  investment  protection,.· the 
·  transfer of  capital and the exchange of  informaticm on  investment opportunities. 
2.  The aims of  cooperation shall be in particular: 
-the  conclusion, where appr~riate. between th:e Member States and the Republic of  Uzbekistan 
of  agreements for tile promotion and  pro~ection or  investment~ 
·\. 
- the  conclusion,  where  appropriate,  between  the  Member  States  and  the ·Republic  <if -
Uzbekistan ofagreements to  avoid double taxation; 
- the  creation  of favourable  conditions  for  attracting  foreign  investments ·into  the  Uzbek 
economy; 
-: to establish stable and adequate business law and  eonditions~ and to exchang~ infortnation (,it 
laws,  regulati~ns.and administrative practices ir:t the field ofinvestment; .  ' .  ..  .  .  ,, 
- to· exchange infoTJllatlon  on· investment  opportunities ·in  the, form  of,  inter alia.  trade faiTS,' 
exhibitions. trade weeks and  o~her  events.  ··  ·  ·  ·  ; ·  · 
),  23 ARTICLE 47 
Public Procurement 
The Parties shall  cpoperate .to develop conditions for open and  competitive award of cont acts 
for goods and services in particular through calls for tenders. 
ARTICLE 48 
Coope~Tation in the field of standards and conformity assessment 
1.  Cooperation  between  the  Parties  shall  promote  alignment  with  internationally  ag eed 
criteria, principles and guidelines followed in the field of  q~ality.  The required actions will 
facilitate progress towards mutual recognition in the field of  conformity assessment, as  ell 
as the improvement ofUzbek produ~t quality. 
2.  To this end the Parties shall seek. to cooperate irt technical assistance projects which will: 
- promote appropriate cooperation with organizations and institutions specialized in these fie  s; 
- promote the use of  Community technical regulations and the application ofEuropean stand  rds 
and conformity assessment procedures; 
- permit the sharing ofexperience and technical information in the field of  quality managenie 
ARTJCLE49. 
Mining and raw materials 
I.  The Parties shall aim at increasing investment and trade in mining and raw materials. 
2.  The cooperation shall focus in particular on the foUowing areas: 
- exchange ofinformati<>n on the prospects of  the mining and non-ferrous metals sectors; 
- the establishment of  a  legal framework for cooperation; 
.  - .  trade matters; . 
- the adoption and implementation of  environmental legislation; 
- training; 
.' 
- safety in the mining industry. 
ARTICLE SO 
Cooperation in science and technology 
I.  The  Parties  shall  promote  cooperation  in  civil  scientific  research  and  technolog  al 
development (RTD) on the basis of mutual 'benefit and,  taking into account the availabi ity 
of resources,  adequate access to their  r~spective programmes  an~ subject to appropri  te 
levels of  effective protection of  intellectual, industrial and commercial property_rights (IP  ). 
24 ·;  · - the e~chanRe of  scientific and technical information; 
)  ';' 
·- joint RTD activities;  , 
- training activities and mobility programmes for scientists, researbhers and tectuuciaos engaged 
in· R  TD in both· sides.  ·  ...,,  ..  ·  ·  ,  -
.  '  .  ' 
Where such co0~tion  talc~ the fom{:~'faciiviti~s  i~volving education. and/or trai{ling; if  sho~ld' 
be canied out  ·in aecordance with the  proVisio~  ofArticle 51. .  ·  ·  ' 
The ~arties, .  on  the .  basis of mutual  agreeme"t.- can  engage. in- other fomis  of coOperation .  in 
. science and technology.  '  ..  ' 
.  .  . 
In carrying put such cOoperation aCtivities, special attention shal,l be deyoted to the redeployment 
of  scienti~s. engineers. rese&rchets and technicians whi~  are or have been engaged in research 
on/~  produetion. of  weapons of  mass destnlciiot;t. ·  ·  · 
3.  The  ¢Q<>peration  covered  by this· Article  shaD.  be  implemented  according to ·~fie/ 
arrangements to be,negotiated and  ~nci\Kied  in·aceor~an~  witli the pr;ocedures adopted by  · · 
each Party, and. whi¢b shalt set ou~. ipter ali~ appropriate ~Rprovisions.  _·  .  .  · :  . 
ARTICLE 51 
Education and.  training 
.I.  The,. Parties shall  cooperate with the aim  of  raising  the  level  of general  ec:IU~tidn  aut~ 
' professional  qualifica~()~ in  the Rep1Jblic  of Uzbekistan,  both  in  the  ptiblic and  ·pri~te  _ · 
. sectors. 
2.  The coopc;ntiol:t shall focus in particular on 'the following areas: 
(. 
- '  .  '  ~  '  ' 
- ·.  .  .  ''.  - '..  . 
- updating higher education and training systems in the Republic of  Uzbekistan including'the  ·. 
system of  certification of  higher educati<mal est'lblishments and 4ip1Qmas of  h~~er edYcation; 
- the ttaining of  pUblic and  priva~e sector executives and civitserVants iri_ priority areas to .be' . 
determined;  .  .  .. 
- coo~tion  between educational es~ablishm~nts and between educatio~l  establis~pts  aad · 
firms;  .  ·  ·  .  . . 
.  ' 
-:- .mobility for teachers, graduates, admiriistrators~ young scientists and researchers, and young · 
people;·  ·  ·  .  •  .  ·  ·..  . 
- promoting teaching in the field ofEuropean Studies within the appropriate  institut~ns;  .. ·  · 
- teaching Community languages;  ~ .  · . ·  ·  ·  · 
._  post-graduate training_of conference interpret{frs; 
- training ofjoumalist~~ ·  ...  ·." 
- training of  trainers.  · 
... 
.>.  The  possible  participation  of one  ~arty  i11  the ;respectivt  programmes  in  ~  ftel~f  ofr  . 
education· and  traini"g  of.  the .·other  Party  could .be·. considered  in  aceordance · with ·their 
·,respective · procedures  ~rid,  where . _appropriate,  institutional  frameworks  and  .plans  p( 
.  cooperation will then 'be  establis~ed building on  participation of  the Republic of  Uzbeki$~~-. .  ., 
ir ttie CC>mmnnity's T~MPUS  programme~  ·  ·  /._-_.·.  , . p:  ·.  /_.·:  · 
25  ._.  ·  ...  '~- ·  · .V  (w·, ARTICLE 52 
Agriculture and the agro-industrial sector 
The  purpose  of cooperation  in  this  area  &hall  be  the  pursuance  of agrarian  reform,  th~ 
modernization,  privati:zation  and  restructuring  of agriculture,  the  agro-industrial  and  se  ·  ces 
sectors in  the Republic  of Uzbekistan,  development  of domestic  and  foreign  markets  fo  the 
Uzbek prbducls, in conditions that ensure the protection of  the environment, taking into ace  unt 
the necessity to improve security of  food supply as well as the development of  agri-business  the 
processing and  distribution of agricultural  products.  The Parties shall  also aim  at  the gr  ual 
approximation of  Uzbek standards to Community technical regulations con~rning industrial and 
agricultural food products including sanitary and phytosanitary standards. 
ARTICLE 53 
Energy 
I.  Cooperation shall take place within the principles of the market. economy and the Euro ean 
Energy Charter, against a background of  the progressive integration of the energy mar  ets 
in Europe. 
2.  Cooperation shall  concentrate, inter alia,  upon the fonnulation and  development of en  rgy 
policy.  It s'hall include among others the following areas:  . 
- improyement in management and regulation of  the energy sector in line with a market 
economy;  .  . 
- improvement of  energy supply, including security of  supply, in an economic a.nd 
environmentally sound manner:  . 
-promotion ofen~rgy  saving and energy efficiency and implementation of  the Energy Charter 
Protocol on Energy Efficiency and related environmental aspects;  .  . 
- modernisation of  energy infrastructures; 
- improvement of  energy technologies in supply and end use across the range of  energy types; 
- management and technical training in the energy sector; 
- transportation and transit of  energy materials and products. 
- the introduction of  the range of  institutional, legal, fiscal and other conditions necessary to 
encoura~e  increased· energy trade and investment;  . 
- development of  hydro-electric and other renewable energy resources. 
3.  The Parties shall exchange .relevant information relating to investment projects in the ene gy 
sector, in particular concerning the production of  energy resources and the construction  nd 
refurbishing of oil  and gas pipelines or other means of transporting energy products.  he 
Parties. attach  particular  importance  to  cooperation  regarding  investments  in  the  ene gy 
sector and the manner in  which  these are regulated.  They shall  cooperate· with a view to 
implementing as efficaciously as  possible the provisions of Title IV and  of Article 46,  in 
respect ofinvestments in the energy sector. 
26 -ARTICLE 54 
Environment ••ndhumnn health 
1,  Bearing in mind the European Energy Charter,. the( Declarations ofthe Lucerne Conf~rence 
of  April1993, and the oftJle Sofia:,Ge,nferen~.ofOctober 199~, and taking into.account~the 
.Enetgy Charter Treaty and .especialiy it.s 'Article :19,  ~nd the Energy Chaner. ProtocoL on 
. Energy  Efficiency  and  related  .  et;avironm~fi ,  aspects,  the  Parties . shall  develop  .and 
strengthen their cooperation on  enviFonm~nt  and human health. 
2.  Cooperation shall aim at combatting the deterioration of  the environment and in  particu.lar:: 
- effective monitoring ofpollution leVels a~d  assessment of  the environment; system of . 
infonnation on. the state of  the environment 
- combating local, regional and transbound~ry air and. water pollution; .. 
""'"  ecological restoration; 
- sustainable; efficient and cmvironmentally effective production and use of  energy; 
- ·safety of  industrial plants; 
.,;. . ciassificatiorl and safe handling ofchemicals; 
- wat.er quality; 
- waste reduction. recyyling and safe disp'osal, implementation of  the Basle Convention; · 
- the environmental impact ofagriculture. soil erosion. and cherriical pollution; 
:.:....  the protection of  forests;  · 
- the conservation of  biodiversity. protected areas and sustainable use and management of 
biological resources; .  • 
- land..:use'plaMirig~ including construction and urba~ planning; 
- use of  economic arid fiscal  instruments~ 
,, 
- global climatech~rig~~  '. ; 
- environmental edUCatiOn  an4,aware~ss; .  f  •  .  •  •. 
- implementation ~f  the  Esp~O  C()nyention OJ1  ~nvJ~onment~l  impact  Assessm~nt in a·.·. 
transboundary context.  ·  ·  ·  · ·  · ·  ·  ~ 
3.  ,coo~ration  shalt take plaee particularly through: 
~ disaster planning ·and other emergency situations;  .  . 
~  exchange ofinfonnation and experts. including information and ~perts  dealing with the  ' . 
transfer of  clean technologies and the safe and environmentally sound use ofbioteehri~o$i~s; 
- joint research activities;  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
- improvement o'flaws towards Community standards; 
-·· cooperatibn at regional level, including cooperation within the framework of  the European 
Environment Agency,· and at international level; .  ·  ·  · ·  · 
- development of  strategies. particularly with regard to global and cli111atic issues and' also in 
view to ach.ieVing, sustainaplt1 dc;xelopment;  ·  .  · · , · 
- environmental impact studies~ .  .  ( 
4. ·  Th~ Parties  shall  seek  to  develop:  their  cooperation  on  questiQns  of hUJ~an· health,  in  · 
particular  through  technical  assistance  ()n  the  prevention ·and  combatting. of infectious 
diseases and the protection of  mothers and young c~ildren. 
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(< ARTICLE 55 
Tnmsport 
The Parties shall develop and strengthen their cooperation in the field of  transport. 
ThiS; cooperation shall,  inter alia,  aim  at  restructuring and  modernizing  transport  systems and 
networks'  in  the  ReJ?ublic  of  Uzbekistan;  developing  and  ensuring,  where  approp  ate, 
compatibility  of transportation  systems  in the context of  achieving  a  more  global  trans ort 
system; and  identifying  alld  elaborating priority projects and  seeking to attract  investment for 
theidmplementation. ·  · 
The cooperation shall include, inter alia: 
I 
- the modernisation of  management and operations ofroad transport, railways, ports, airports 
and urban passenger transport systems; 
....:  modernization and development of  railways, waterways, roads, airports and air navigation 
infrastructure including the modernization of  major  routes of  common interest and the 
trans~European  links for the above modes, particularly those related to the TRACECA proj  ct; 
- promotion' and devel9pment of  multi-modal  transport~  . 
- the promotion of  joint research ~nd development programmes;  · 
· . .:.. 'preparation oftb~ legislative and institutional fiamework f~r policy development and 
implementation inclUding privatization ofthe transport sector. 
---· 
..  ARTICLE 56 
· Postal ~e..Vices and telecommunications 
.  Within  th'eir  respeetive  powers  and  competences . the  Parties  shall  expand  and  strengt  en 
cooperation in the following areas: 
- the establishment of  policies and guidelines for the development of  the telecom1nunications 
sector and postal services; 
. - development ofpnnciplesofa tariff policy and marketing in telecommunications and postal 
services;. 
1 
- transfernng technology and know-how, particularly regarding European technical standards 
and certification systems; 
- encouraging the development of projects for telecommunications and postal services and 
attracting investment;  . 
- enhancing efficiency and quality ofthe provision of  telecommunications and postal services, 
amongst  others through liberalization of  activities of  sub-sectors; 
- advanced  ~application of  telecommunications, notably in the area of  electronic fimds transfer; 
- management of  telecommunications networks and their "optimization"; 
- art appropriate regulatory basis for the provision  of  telecommunication and postal services a 
for the use of  the radio frequency spectrum; 
··  ~ training in the field oftelecomnumications and  postal services for operations in market 
conditions. 
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/; ;AR;r,ICLE 57 
Financial Services and  fis~al institutcions  ,'  .  : 
I.  ·  ~operati()ll ,in  the. field  of financi~l  services  shall iq particular·. aim  ~-J8:~ting- th~ _ -
-'involvement  of tije  Republic  of:V~bekistan in  universally .acce'pted.  systems ·of .mutUal  .. 
- .  ·.'  ~;'"~ ,;·.  '  ·,  .  ,;  -' 
settlements.  Teclmical assistance shall focus on:  .-.  ..  ..  · 
,.  .  - '  -;  .  \ ; .  .  .  .  .  ~ .. : 
,..  \  '! 
:._  the development of~  stock market and .a  ~eeurities market;  .  .  •  ,  .  . . .... _ 
...:  the development of'bankjng services. the developm(mt of  a. C,Ommon ~et  ofcr~'r~q~ 
and the involvement ofthe Republic of  Uzbekistaitc in a  -univ~rsally  .accepted $}'Steqt ~(BtU~ 
settlements;  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ..  . .  .  . .  ~ 
- the development of  insurance services,. which would itlteJ:alia crea\e a fa\;'QtlrabJe. ~~:;  · 
for Community companies'-pUticipation in~~  eStablishment Qf joint ventureS in the _iftsu~ 
I  •  •  sector in the Republic -ofUz;bekistan. as well as thC deydoprneni of  export credit i~~;  - . 
I  ,  ,  ~ 
.  - ~ 
This cooperation shall -in pa,tlicular contribute to foster the development of  relations-~·  the . 
Parties in the financial serVices sector.  . .  ,  _ 
I  •  ;  \  •  ••  ••  •  \ <  •  •  •  (  ,·, •  ..  ~  I~ 
2.  The  Pa.rtres  shall  cooperate  in  developing  the  fiscal- systero  and  fi~l instit~~o~ 
1 iq, 'the~ 
Republic of Uzbeijstan:  T~is cooperatior, shall  i11~lude "the-exchange  ofinf~~--d  \  __ , 
experience on fiscal  matters and the_ training; of personncl invOI\ted  in  th~ ~~~.:1# 
implementation of  fiseal policy.  .·  · ~  ·  ... ·  .. · .  .  : \  ·  . 
··ARTICLE~ 
. Recognizing that privatisationis of~~da~~tal  Jmp.ortance to  a, Sl.lstain,abte  economic,recQv~· .. 
the  Parties  agree  to coo.perate  Iii  the  develop,rnein  of the n~  instituti<mat~ jegl.f ~ 
•  \  - •  '  •  .·I  •  '''  ,·  '.  '",  ·,' ·!  ·•<  •  .·',)'t: 
methodologJca.l framework.  Parttcular attent1on w11l be pa1d to the orderly and traJl$Parent ~e  _  . 
of  the privatisation process. .  .~  ·  ' 
.  .  .  .  .  ·r 
Technical ~sistance shall focus on, inter alia: 
"! 
•  I  ·- • 
t~e further development of  an instit4tional baSe wilhin the Government ofU~s~~o  a$sist 
-Mtb defining and managing the privatisationproeess;  . . .  .  '  •  '  ' 
the further development of  the privatisation strategy·o(the government ofQzbekistan.  ~:. 
including' the tegislatiwframeworJcr.and implementation mechaqis~,ns;  ·  ·  · -
furthering market approathesto land use and ownership, and:the privatisalion of'l~nd;  ·•  _.· 
the restructuring. pfth.ose enterprises not yet ready for privatisation;  ·· ·  · 
the d,evetqpment ofjprivate eiuerprise, particularty.in the smaU and medium ~nterprjse  ~tdr  .. 
the development of  investm~nt privatisation .funds Systems.  :  ;  ·  ·  ·  • · 
The  objecti~ve of  this  coope~ation.is also·to contribute to the proinotionofCommunity inve~tmertt 
in Uzbekistan.  ·  ·  - ·  ·  : ,  ·  · 
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ARTICLE 59 
Regional development 
1.  The Parties shall strengthen cooperation on regional development and land-use planning. 
2.  To this end, the Parties shall  encourage the exchange of information by national,  regi 
and  local  authorities  on.  regional  and  land-use  planning  policy  and  on  methods 
formulation of  regional policies with special emphasis on the development of  disadvanta  ed 
areas. 
They· shall  also  encourage  direct  contacts· between  the  respective  regions  and  pu  lie 
organizations  responsible  for  regional  development  planning  with  the  aim,  inter alia,  to 
exchange methods and ways of  fostering regional development. 
ARTICLE60 
Social cooperation 
1:  With regard to health and safety, the Parties shall  develop cooperation between them  th 
the aim of  improving inter alia the level of  protection of  the health and safety of  workers  . 
.  , 
The cooperation shall include notably: 
....  education and training on health and safety issues with specific attention to high risk sectors  f 
activity; 
- development and .promotion of  preventive measures to combat work related diseases and oth r 
work related ailments; 
- prevention of  major accident hazards and the management of  toxic chemicals; 
- research to develop the knowledge base in relation to working environment and the health an 
safety of  workers. 
2.  With regard to employment, the cooperation shall include notably technical assistance to: 
- optimization of  the labour market~ 
~modernization  of,thejob-finding and  consulting services; 
- planning and management of  the restructuring programmes; 
- encouragement oflocal employment development; 
- exchange of  information on the programmes of  flexible employment, including those 
stimulating self-employment and promoting entrepreneurship. 
3.  The  P~rties shall  pay  special  attention  to  cooperation  in  the  sphere  of social  protecti  n 
which,  inter al'ia,  shall  include cooperation in  planning and implementing social  protecti  n 
reforms in the Repubiic of Uzbekistan. 
These reforms shall aim to develop in the Republic of Uzbekistan methods of protection intrin  c 
to market economies and shaH comprise all directions of  social protection. 
30 'ARTICLE61 
Tourism 
'  '  ' 
the Parties shall  in~rease and develop cooperation between them; which shall include: 
--.facilitating tlietourist trade; 
~  increasing the flow of  information;  .··· 
- .  triinsferring know-how;  '' 
: ~  s~dying-the  OpPottUruties for joint operations;  .  .  .·  ... 
- cooper&tiop between offiCial· tourism bodies, including ~he preparation of  promotiOilat ~erial; 
, -:- training for tourism development.  ·  ·  ·  · 
ARTICLE62. 
Small and mediuna-,ized enterprises 
.  '  '  . 
l..  The Parties shall aim to deVelop and strengthen small and  medium~siied enterptises and their 
~iations apd  cooperation  between  s:MEs  in  the  Community I and  the 'Republic  of 
Uzbekistan.  . 
2.  Cooperation shall include technical· assistance,· in particular jn the following ar«;as: 
....:  the development of  a legislative framework for SMEs;  . 
....  the deveJQPment of  ~n  appropriat~ infrastructure to. support SMEs; to promote co~cat~on 
be~een  .SMEs both within Uzbekistan and further afield;  and to train SMEs in· the S,ICills. ; 
n~  to aeeess·funding;'  '  ·.~  .  .  ; > .... '  ; . 
- training in the areas of  marketing, accounting and  con~rolofthe  quality ofpro~ucts;.,  :'.  , 
ARTICLE63 
. Infonnation and comm.:.nkation. 
The Parties shall support the'development.ofmodem methods ofinformation handlin&.~~ludi!lg 
the media, and Stimulate the effective mut1,1al exchange of  information.  PrioritY sha0 be gi-ven to 
programmes aimed at providing the general publ.ic with basic. infonnation about the .cO.mminuty 
and the Republic of  Uzbekistan, including, where possible, access to databases, in full  r~pect of 
intellectual property rights.  '  ·  ., ·  •  ·  · 
31 ARTICLEii4 
Consumer Protection 
The  Parties  will  enter into  close  cooperation  aimed  at  achieving  compatibility  between  th  ir: 
, systems of  consumer protection.  This cooperation may include the exchange of information  n 
legislative  work  and  institutional  reform,  the  establishment  of permanent  systems  of mut  al 
information  on  dangerous  products,  the  improvement  of information  provided  to  consum rs 
especially  on  prices,  characteristics  of products  and  services  offered,  the  development  f 
exchanges  between the consumer interest  representatives,  and  increasing 'the  compatibility  f 
consumer protection policies, and the organization of  Seminars and training periods. 
ARTICLE65 
Customs 
1.  -The aim of  cooperation shall  be to guarantee compliance with all  the provisions schedul 
for adoption in connection with trade and fair trade and to achieve the approximation oft e 
Republic of-Uzbekistan's customs system to that of  the Community. 
2.  Cooperation shall include. the following in particular: 
- the exchange of  information;  . 
- the improvement ofworking methods; 
-'- the introduction ofthe Combined Nomenclature and the single administrative document; 
- interconnection betwe,n the transit systems of  the Community and of  the  · 
Republic ofUzbekistan~ 
- the simplification of  inspections and formalities in respect of  the carriage of  goods: 
- support for the introduction ofmodem customs i_nformation systems; 
- the organization of  seminars and training periods. 
Technical assistance shall be provided where neceSsary. 
3  ..  Without prejudice to fin.ttier cooperation foreseen in) this Agreement and  in  particul(;lr Tit 
VIII, mutual assistance in customs matters between administrative authorities of  the Parti  s 
shall  take  place  in  accordance  with  the  provisions· of the  Protocol  attached  to  th 
Agreement. 
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·~~TJCLE  ·66 
$tati$tical cooperation 
l 
Cooperati~  jn this area slJijl  ~~e  ~  its aim  ffu~ development of  an effiei~t statistical system t<?., .. 
provide the reliable staliStics ne«<ed tQ)t.lpport and monitor the process o(  ecOnomic refOnn .and 
contribute to the devel~pment  ~f'p(ivaj~,~ij,Jis:e  in. the Republic of  Uzbe~istan.  .  .  · ··• ··.,. 
The P~  in particulai, ~  ~e  in the following fields:· 
.  .  •  .  .  !  • ''  '  '· j" 
./  .  . 
- adapt8tion of  the Uzbek. stati~  system to international methods, standards and  . · 
~~fi~on;  ·  · 
- exchange of~--~on; 
- provision of~  •.uca~  macto and· microeconomic_ infonnation to implemen~~  .. 
m~age  economic refomts. ·  ·  ··  ·  · 
.I  .) 
· The Community silall contribuJe _to thiS elld ·  by rendering teehnicat assistance. to the R.~e  of 
Uzbekistan.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ' 
.ARTICLE67 
Economics 
The Parties shall  ~Jitate the ·prqcess of economic refonn. and 'the coordination of economic 
policies  by ,:co~rating to  illl))ro~  · understanding  or the  fundamentals  of their  respective 
economies and the design·~  i$,Jementation ofeconomit p<)fiey in· market econamies. ·  ·To this 
end,. the,Parties shall exchan8e'information. on macroeconomic perfoJ1!1ance ·and pros~s: · 
"  ' 
'  .  ' 
. The Community s~l  provide. technical assistance s0 as to: 
- assist the Republic of  Uzbekistan in the process of  economic reform by providing elQjert 
advisory and techni~·Msistanee~  ..  .  . ·  ·  .  ·  .  . 
- encourage cooperation among economists in order to expedite the transfer ofkm:~w,.Jww  for 
the drafting 'Of economic policies, .and provide for wide dissemination of  policy-relevant 
re~earch; ·  .  .  r. 
improve ,Uzbekistan's ca~ty  tri  't"~rmulate  ~oi:lomic models. 
l  • 
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·~- ~:·  ,t:?/7 TITLE VII 
COOPERATION ON MATTERS RELATING TO DEMOCRACY 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS 
ARTICLE68 
The Parties shall  cooperate ,  on all  questions relevant to the establishment  or reinforcement 
democratic institutions, including those required in order to strengthen the rule of law,  and 
protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms according to international law and OS 
principles. 
This cooperation shall take the form of  technical assistance programmes intended, to assist, in 
alia, in the drafting of  relevant legislation and regulations;  the implementation of  such legislati 
the functioning ofthejudiciary;  the role of  the St~te in questions of  justice;  and the operation 
the electoral system.  They may include training where appropriate.  The Parties shall encoura  e 
contacts and ex'changes between their national, regional and judicial authorities, parliamentari 
and non-governmental organisations. 
34 # trtLt.  VIII 
COOPERATION ON PR.Ev.ErmoN ()f  ILLEGAL ACTMTIES AND THE 
. PREVENTIONANDCONTROL-OF ~LLEGAL  WMIGRA  TION 
· ARTICLE69 
~ f  . 
· The Parties shall establi$h 'C(JoperatlcSn aimed :at p.(eVenting itlepl.  activities sUd1 ,as:  " . , ,  . 
illegal activities in the sphere of  eeonomic~ including cOrruption; 
illegal transactions of  Various goods, including industrial waste, and arms; 
counterfeiting; ·  .  ·.  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  •. 
' 
Cooperation  in  the  aoov~mention'eer areas  wiJI  be  based  on/  mutual  consf.dtat.on·:and 'il;ose 
interaction.  Technical  and  adiriinis~tive assistanee will be provided, including in the 'roJ'Io~ng 
>  •  ~  "  ••  •  ·'  •  •  ) 
areas: 
drafting of  national legislaJion in the sphere of  preventing illegal activities; 
f  .  .,  .  .  .  . 
creation of  information centres;  .  .  . 
l 
.  increasing the efficiency of  institutions engaged in preventing iHegal activities;  ,,  . .  .  '  ·, .  .  ' 
training ofpersonnel and development of  research. infrastructures; 
elaboration of  mutually ac~pU!b1e  measures impeding illegal. activities. 
ARTICLE70 
Money laundering 
.  ' 
1.  .The Parties agree on the necessity of  making efforts and cooperating in order.to ~entthe.· 
use of  their financial systems for. laundering of proceeds from criminal activities in general 
and drug offences in particular. 
2.  Cooperation  in  th!s  area  shall  include  administrative  and  technical  assistance  with  the · · 
purpose of establishing  suitable  standards  against  money  laundering .equivalent to  those 
adopted by the Community and international fora in this field, including the Financial Action 
Task Force{FATF). 
ARTICLE7l 
Within the  fr~m~work of  their respectiv¢' powers an~ corppetences the Parties shall cooperate in 
increasing  the  effectiveness  and  efficiency  of policies  and.  measures· to  counter  the  illicit 
production.  supply> and  traffic  in  11arcotic  drugs  and  psychotropic ·substances.  including  the 
prevention ofdiversion ofpreeursor chemicals,·as well  as in promoting drug deniand  prevention· 
and  reduction.  Cooperation  in  this  area  shaH  be  based  on  mutua.l  consultation  and  close 
coordination between the ,parti~s .on  objectives and  measures  to be taken  in  the various  drug-
related fields,  .  '  .  ·  · /,.' 
/·  //  /  ..  ,, 
I  .... ~·  •. ~.  • ./  \  c.c  .,.~ -,;  ;'/:... 
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/ ARTICLE 72 
Illegal Immigration 
I.  The Member States and the Republic of  Uzbekistan agree to cooperate in  order to pre  nt 
and control illegal. immigration. To this end: 
The ~epublic ofUzbekistan agrees to readnut any of  its nationals illegally present on the 
· territory of  a Member State,· upon request by the latter and without further formalities; 
each Member State agr~  to readmit any of  its nationals, as defined for community 
purposes, illegally present on-the territory of  .. the Republic ofUzbekistan, upon request by 
the latter and.without further  formalities.· 
\  . 
The Member States and tbe Republic of  Uzbekistan will also provide their nationals with. 
appropriate  identity documents for such purposes. 
2.  The Republic of UZbekistan.  agrees to  conCI~'de bilateral agreements with Member Sta es 
wtiich so  requ~t, regulating specific obligations for readmission including an obligation  or 
the readmission of nationals of other coq;ntries and stateless persons who have arrived  n 
the  t~rritory of  any such  Member  State from  the  Republic of Uzbekistan  or who  h  e 
.  arrived on the territory of the Republic ofU~ekistan  from any such Member State. 
3.  The Cooperation Council shall examine what other  joint efforts can be made to prevent a  d  ·.  . 
control illegal immigration. 
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.....  ~'. TITLE X 
FINANCIAL COOPERATION 
ARTICLE 74 
In order to achieve the objectives of  this Agreement and in accordance with Articles 75, 76 
11 . the  Republic  of Uzbekistan  shall  benefit  from  temporary  financial  assistance  from 
Community by way of technical  assistance  in  the form  of  grants  to  accelerate  the  econo  c 
transformation of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan. 
ARTICLE75 
This  financial  assistance  shall  be  covered  within  the  framework  of Tacis  as  foreseen  m  e 
Conimunity's relevant Council Regulation. 
ARTICLE 76 
The objectives and  the areas of the  Community's financial  assistance shall  be  laid  down in  n 
indicative' programme reflecting established priorities to be agreed between the 
two Parties taking into account the Republic of  Uzbekistan's needs. sectoral absorption capacit  s 
a~d progress· with reform.  The Parties shall inform the Cooperation Council thereof 
ARTICLE77 
In  order to  permit  optimum  use  of the  {esQurces  available,  the  Parties  shall  ensure  t 
Community technical  assistance contributions· are made in  close coordination  with  those fr 
other sources such as the Member States. other countries. and international organizations such  s 
the, International  Bank  for  Reconstruction  and  Development  and  the  European  Bank 
Reconstruction and Development. 
!J 
-
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INSTITUTIONAL, GtN~RAL  AND FINAL  :1-ROVJSI~NS 
ARTICL1;78 
A· Cooperation' Council  is, het:eby -abliShed Which· shall  suPervise the  implementatioQ.-Qf;this 
Agreement.·  It .shall  meet .at  milrist~allevel once a year.· It  shall exalnine ·$1JY  lnajor.:i~SUes 
arising Within the framework oftbis Agreement and~any·other  ~ilateralor'_intC1113tional,·~>of 
mutUal interest for the purpose of. attaining the Obje<:tives of  this Agr~t. The Cooperation  · 
I  ,  .  .  .  .  I 
Cou~  may also make app~priate  recommendations, by  agreement between the Parties.,  · 
ARTICLE79 
·  1.  The Cooperation Council shall conSist oft.bemembers ofthe CounCil ofthe Europc;an.Union 
and members of the Commission of  the Eq~  Communities, on the one hand,  and of 
membefs of  the GOvernment of  the RePublic ofYzbekistan" on the other. 
.  \ 
2.  .  The Cooperation Council shall ~tabliSh its~  of  procedure: · 
. 3.  . The  office  of President  of  the  Cooperation  Council  shall  be  bel.d  alternately  by  a 
representative of the Community and  by a member of the Government of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan.  · · 
.ARTICLE SO 
I.  · The Cooperation Council shall be assist~ in the performance of  its duties by arCooperation 
Committee composed .of.· representatives of  the members of  t.he  Council. ~f;t}le  ·European 
Union· and' of  memb~rS  -of the CommisSion of  the l~:uropean Communities on the. one: hand 
and  of representatives .of the· GOvernment  of the.Republic ·or Uzbekistan  on the other, 
nonnally at senior .civil servant leveL  The office of  President ·of the Cooperation Cdmmittee 
shall be· held alternately by the Commu.nity and by, the Republic ofUzt,ekistan.  · 
In  its  rules  of ·procedure  .the  Cooperati~n .  Council  shall  determine.  the  duties  of. th~ 
·  Cooperation Committee, which· shaiJ· include the preparation of  meetings of  the Coriperation ·  .. 
Council, and how the Committee ~hall function. 
.  . 
2.  The Cooperation Council  may delegate any of its powers to  the Cooperation Committee, 
which w:ill_~sure continuity betw~.  meetings of  the Cooperation Council. 
39 ARTICLE 81 
The Cooperation Council  may  decide to set  up  any other special  committee or body that can 
assist  it  in  carrying  out  its  duties  and  shall  determine  the  composition  and  duties  of  ch 
colnmittees or bc;>dies and how they shall function. 
ARTICLE82 
When  examining  any ·issue  arising  within  the,  framework  of this  Agreement  in relation  t  a 
provision referring to an Article of the GATTIWTO, the Cooperation Council  shall  take  to  • 
account to Jhe greatest extent possible the interpretation that is generally given to the Articl  of 
tbe GATTIWTO in question by the Members ofthe WTO. 
ARTICLE83 
A 'Parliamentary Cooperation· Committee is hereby established.  It shall be a forum for Mem  rs 
of  the Uzbek Parliament and the European Parliament to meet and exchange views.  It shall  et 
at intervals which it shall itself determine.  ( 
ARTICLE 84 
1.  The  Parliamentary  Cooperation  Committee  shall  consist  of members  of the  Europ an 
Parliament,  ~>n the.one hand. and of  members of  the Uzbek Parliament. on the other. 
,  I  .  -
2.  The Parliamentary Cooperation Committee shall establish its rules of  procedure. 
3.  The Parliamentary  Cooperation  Committee  shall  be·  presided  iri  tum  by  the  Europ an 
, Parliament and the Uzbek Parliament respectively, in  accordance with the provisions to be 
laid down in its rules of  procedure,  · 
ARTICLE85 
The  Parliamentary  Cooperation  Committee  may ·request  relevant  information  regarding  e 
implementation of this Agreement from  the Coo,peration Council,  which  shall  then supply  e 
Committee with the r~quested information. 
The Parliamentary Cooperation Committee shall be informed ofthe recommendations of  the 
Cooperation Council. 
· The Parliarnentary Cooperation Committee may make recommendations to the Cooperation 
Council. 
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'  ·'  ~ 
.  .  ~ 
1.  Within the sc.ope of this Agteement. each Party endertakes ,to ensure that natural andlepl. 
pers<>ns or the other :Party h~~  access free  ~f  discrimination in -relation to its:owp natronals 
to the competent courts arid 'administrative organs ofthe Parties to  de~nd,  their ind,vidual 
rights. and  their  property  rights. ),l)cluding  tho~e, ,  conce~ing  ~ntelle~~uat; industrial'. amd 
commercial  ~roperty.  · ; ·  '  · 
2.  Within the limits.ofthetr respective powers and .t.Qmpetences, t.he Parties: 
"'  ••  ·,  •  <  '  •  • 
'  '  '  \' '''  ,·  '  ',.  .  '  '  \  ,· 
- shall encourage the adoptiqn ofirbitration for the settlemeQt of  disputes. arising out of ·  ·, · 
.  commercial· and-ooopcm,ttion~~nsactions concluded by 'economic operators of  the Cou1munity . 
and those of  the Republic ofU~istan; · ·  .  ·  •  .  .._  .  ·  ',  . 
·- ~gree that where a diSpute is submitted to arbitration~ each party to the ~sptite  may~  .except 
where the rules of  the arbi.tration centre chosen by fh~ parties provide otherwise. choose its 
own  arbitrator~ irrespective ofhis,nationality. and that the presiding 'third arbitrator or the 50te · 
arbitrator may be a citiien of'  a third State; ·.  -. .  .  .  r .  .  _  . 
- will recommend thein~eonomic operatorS to ch'oose by mutual consent the law, applicable to 
their contracts;  :  ,  .·  ·  .  ' .  ' ·  . 
...:.  shall encourage recOw-se to' tfte al"bitratiqn rules elaborated by the United Nations. Commission 
on International Trade Law (lhteitral) 4nd to arbitration by any centre of  a State signatory to 
the Convention on Recognit!on.·and Enforcement ofFoteign Arbitral Awards done at New 
YorkonJO June'l958.'  - ·· 
.  ~ARTICLE  87 
Nothing in this Agreement sh~U prevent aJ,artyfrom taking any measures~ 
(a)  which ~tconsiders necessary t~ prevent the disclosure ofjinfoimation contrary to its essential 
.  - I  • 
security interests~ 
I 
(b)  which  relate  ~()  th'e  prOdUCtiOn  of.  Or trade  in  arms,  munitions  .Or  Wl;lr  mat.et;iaJs  .. Or  tO 
research. deve,oprnent or·.pr-oduction indispensable for defence purposes, provia¢ that such 
measures do not impair the ·conditions ofcompetitirln in respect of  products not intended f6r 
speeificaHy military;purpo~~  '  ·  ·  -
(  C:)  which it considers essential to itSJ oWn seCurity in  the' event of  serious iritema1  disturbances  ' 
.  affecting. the maintenanee of  law and order, in time of war or ~rious. inteynational tensi()n 
•  .  •  .  - .  I  '  f 
'  constituting threat of  ~r  or>in order to Ca.rry out Obligations it has accepted for tbe purpose 
of  maintaining peace and. in~tional  security~  - ··  · 
(d)  which it considers  neces~ry to respect 'lts)nternational obligations and commitments in the 
.control of  dualuseindustrt3;1 ~sand  technology. 
41. ARTI<JI.JE 88 
I.;  In  the  fields~ covered  by this  Agreement  and  without  prejudice to any special  provi 
contained therein: 
-.the arrangements applied by the Republic of  Uzbekistan in respect of  the Community shall  ot 
give rise to any discrimination between the Member States. their nationals or their compani  s 
or firms; 
- the arrangements applied by the Community  in respect of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan shall  t 
give rise to any discrimination between Uzbek nationals; or· its companies or firms. 
2.  The provisions of  paragraph I are without prejudice to. the right of  the Parties to apply the 
relevani provisions of  their fiscal legislation to tax payers who are not in identical situaf  ns 
as regards their place of  residence. 
ARTICLE89 
I.  Each  of·  the  Parties  may  refer  to  the  Cooperation  Council  any  dispute  relating  to  he 
application or interpretation of  this Agreement.  · 
2.  The Cooperation Council may settle the dispute by means of  a recommendation. 
3.  In the event of  it not being possible to settle the dispute in accordance with paragraph  of 
this Article, either Party may notify the other of  the appointment of  a conciliator; the ot er 
Party must then appoint a second conciliator within two months. For the application of  1s 
procedure, the Community and the Member States shall be deemed to be one Party to  he 
dispute. 
\ 
The Cooperation Council shall appoint a third.conciliator. 
The conciliators' recommendations shaH be taken by majority vote.  Such recommendations s  all 
not be binding upon the Parties. 
ARTICLE90 
The Parties agree to consult promptly through appropriate channels at the request of  either Pa 
to discuss  any  matter concerning  the interpretation or implementation  of this  Agreement  a  d 
other relevant aspects of  the relations between the Parties.  ·  · 
The provisions of this Article shall  in  no way affect and are without prejudice to Articles 13,  9 
and95.  · 
42 ) 
Treatment granted to.the Rer)ublic of  Uzbekistan hereunder sball,in no oasetbe ~ore  f'avourabte 
than that granted by the Member States to each other.  '  ,  n5  ·- ·  . 
For the purposes of  this Agreemen~- the~  tenn "Pa~"  -Shall  mea~  thee Republic· ofUzbekistan~on 
the one part. and the  ConmwiJity~ ·or the .Member States,. or the Community and  the ~ber · 
StateS, in accordance with their r~ective  po~  on the other part. ·  ·  · 
.ARTIC~93 · 
- . 
Insofar as matters covered by this Agreement are covered by the Energy  Charter Treaty and 
. Protocols thereio, such Treaty and Protocols shall upon entry into foree apply to sW:.ch matters but 
only to the extent that  suCh application is provided for  th~ein.  · · 
ARTJCLE94 
'  -:-£_  ,_'.  \\ 
This Agreement is· concluded for an initial period· of ten years  aft~  .which time the Agreement 
shall  be automatically renewed year by year: provi~ that neither Party gives the tither Party 
written notice ofdenunciation:  t>ftl\i~·Agreement $ix months before it expires  .. 
ARTICLE9s·· 
1.  The Parties  .. shall take· any generar or speeific  measureS required to. fulfil· .their obligations 
under this Agreement. They shall see to  it that the objeetives S,et out in this Agreement  are 
attained.  ·  · ·  · 
2~  If  either Party considers that the other Pgrty has  failed  to fulfil ,an.· ob~gation under ·this 
Agreement, it may taf(e appropriate measures.  Before so doing. except in cases of  special 
urgency. it shall supply the C()()peration Council with  ~dl relevant infoflllation required for a 
thorough examination of  the situation with a view to seeking a solution  accep~le to the 
Parties.  ;-
In the selection of these  measures.  priority  lllll$-l  be given  to those  which  l~t disturb •the 
.functioning .of this Agreement  These  ~measures shall be notified. immediately to the Cooperation 
Council if  the other Party so'a:eQuests:  ;,, 
ARTICLE96 
Annexes l.  II.  III.  IV  and V  together  with  the.  Protocol  shall  tbrn1  <tn  int~gral  part of  this 
Agreement. 
.  ::::.;;·  -- '  .  '43 ARTICLE 97 
This  Agreement  sh~JI not,  until  equivalent  rights for  individuals and  economic operators h ve 
been achieved  here~nder, affect rights assured to them through existing Agreements binding  ne 
or more Member States, on the one hand, and the Republic of  Uzbekistan, on the other, excep  in 
areas falling within Community competence and without prejudice to the obligations of  Mem  e~ 
States resulting from this Agreement in areas falling within their competence. 
'  ' 
ARTICLE98. 
This Agreement shall apply, on the one hand. to the territories in which the Treaties establis  ng 
the European 'Commuruty, the European Coal and· Steel Community and  the European A  to  c 
Energy Community.are applied and under the conditions laid down in those Treaties and,  on  he 
other hand, to the territory of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan. 
ARTICLE99 
The Secretary-General  of the. Council  of the European Union  shall  be  the  depositary oft ·s 
Agreement. 
ARTICLElOO 
.  .  . 
The original of  this Agreement, of which the Danish, Dutch, English,  Finnish,  French,  Germ  , 
· Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Uzbek languages are equally autnentic, shall  e 
deposited with the Secretary-General of  the Council of  the European Union. 
ARTICLE 101 
This  Agreerrien~ will be approved by the Parties in accordance with their own procedures. 
This Agreement shall enter into force on the first day of  the second month following the date  n 
which the Parties notifY  the  Secretary-General of the Council  of the European Union  that  t  e 
procedures referred to in the .first paragraph have been completed. 
I  . 
Upon its  entry into  for;ce,  and  as  far  as  rel<;ttions  between  the Republic of Uzbekistan  and  t 
Community are concerned,  this  Agreement shall  replace the Agreement  between the Europ 
Economic  Communi"ty,  the  European  Atomic  Energy  Community  and  the  Union  of Sovi  t 
Socialist Republics on trade and  economic and  c~mmercial cooperation signed in Brussels on 1 
December 1989. 
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In the ~vent  that, pending the ,compfetl6n ofthe procedures necessary for it4 entry intp force of 
this Agreement,  ttl~  provisi(m~  ·  fif' cefimn parts of this Agr~ment  .  are put ikto effect irt ·19,96 'by 
means of an lnferint Agr~  -~~en  t~· Community 'and .  th~  }\epubH~cofUzbek~stari. t\te 
·Parties agree that~ in_sqcb  ~~Rce$:theterm  "date of  entry tntoforce'ofthisAgr~ent" 
shall mean .the: da~e of  entr:y~o<~  ot:~  lnterjm.Agteeinent.  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
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LIST OF DOCUJ\·JENTS ATTACHED 
Annex I  In,¢ative list of  ad~antages granted. by  th~ ReptJblic of  Uzbekistan to the 
Independent States rn accordance wuh Art1cle 8(3). 
A~nex  II  Community reservations in accordance ':Vith Anicle 22(2). 
Annex m  Uzbekistan reservations in. accordance with Anicle 22(4) 
Annex IV  Financial services, referred to in Article 25(3). 
Annex V  Intellectual, industrial and commercial propeny·conventions referred to in Articl 
41. 
l'rotocol on mutual assistance between administrative authorities in customs matters  . 
__,. ···-
-~  46 .  l  i  l·  '  ANNEX 1 
INDICATivE ust  oF  Al)v~  AqES cRANTtD sv THE REPusut oF  u~~t:KISTAN.  T9;  _,  ~  . 
.  .  THE INDEPEND,~~  $TAT~  IN  AC~~AN-CE  ~(Til  ARTICLE"'ftt3J  .  . ,  .  ..  . 
,_· .  ._ 
Advantages are accorded to th~  l~dent  ~tales which are party to .the agreement.on -~fiShing a 
free trade zone and with which free trade agreements with Uzbekistan have been signed .. 
_,  .  -·  .  ..~ 
,  /  r·  . ,  .  ,  .' 
In respect of  Belarus, Georg~  Kazakhstan, KyrgyZstan, Moldova, the.RussianFederatioo, Turkmenism.. 
and Ukraine:.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ···  ·.  , .,  , 
' 
1.  lmoort/exoort t,gatioo 
No import duties are levied. · 
No  export  duties  levied  regarding  goods  ·.supplied  in  accor~ with  intergovernmental  or credit 
agreements,  within  quia.rititati·v~. limits  ~t. by the  Go~t  of Uzbekistan  in the  light 1  of ~ 
requirements.  ·  ·- ·  ··  ·  ·  ··  · 
No VAT~  or  e.~cise duties  are  applied  to  trade  which takes  place  within the context  of --coopc,-ation 
agreements. 
2.  ·Allocation ofguOtas and li~sing  orocccJurcs 
Export· quoW for deliveries of Uzb_ek  products· -under annual bi1ateral  interstate trade and  cooperation 
agreements are opene4 in the same way as for "deliveries for State needs".  . 
.  . 
3.  Conditjgns of  transPOrtation and tmnsit 
As regards Parties tO the Multilate,al Agreement "on _the principles and conditions of relations .in the field 
of  transport" and/or on the oasis of  bilateral arrangements on transportation and transi~; Do taxes or fees 
·are applied on a  ~iproccil basis for the transportation and customs Clearing of  goods (including goods in 
transit) and transit of  vehicleS.  ·  · 
4.  Communication services including postal, courier,  telecon1niunicati~n, audio-visual and .other iypes 
of  communication services..  .  . 
5.  Access to infom1~tion svstcms and databa§CS 
In  respect of the  Russian  Federation.  Ukraine_,  Bclams,  Kazakhstan:  Pa~ments may be made in  the 
national currencies of  these coumrics.  ' 
In respect of  Kazakhstan,. K  yrgy~tan: 
Simplified syst~m of  customs pm~cdurc. 
"' 
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r ANNEXU 
COMMUNITY RESERVATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE 22(2) 
Mining 
In some Member States, a concession may be required for mining and mineral rights for 
non-Community controlled companies. , 
Fishing 
A~ss  to and use oftlut_biological_re~our~s  ~nd_fi~hing grounds situated in the maritime_wa_  rs 
corrung under the soveretgnty or wtthm the Junsdt(ftton of  Member States of  the Commuruty t 
restricted to fishing vessels-flying the flag of  a Community Member State and registered in 
Community terri~~ry unless otherwise provided for. 
· Real estate purchase 
In some Member States, the purchase of  r~l estate by non-Community companies is subject t 
restrictions. 
Audio-visual services including radio 
. National treatment concerning production and distribution, including broadcasting and  other 
fonns of  transmission to the public, may be reserved to audiovisual works meeting certain ori  m 
criteria. 
Telecommunications services including mopile and satellite services 
Reserved services 
In some Member States market access concerning complementary services and infr.astructures is 
restricted. 
Professional services 
Services reserved to natural persons who are nationals of  Member States  ..  Under certain 
conditions those persons may create companies .. 
Agriculture 
In some Member States national treatment is not applicable to non-Community controlled 
companies which wish to undertake an agricultural enterprise.  The acquisition of  vineyards by 
non-Community controlled companies is subject to notification, or, as necessary, authorization 
News agency services 
In some Member States limitations of  foreign participation in publishing companies and 
broadcasting companies. 
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ANNEX  Ul 
uzstKISTA.N R.EStRVATtoNs·•N ACCORDANCE \vrru ARTICLE 2~(4l 
Under current Uzbekistan irt\'e$tment~~~~;(or~gn;~mpani~s wishing to establish in.  . 
l)zbekist~n are. required to r~giltW  at tne Ministry ofJustice an~  .to  provid~ docul)'leritatiort  r 
demonStr~tingthat  they haVe ~,duty  regis~ered in thejr home country and are finan~atly 
solvent.  ·  -.  ..  .  · . '  ·  ·~  .- ·  ·  ·_.  ,  .  .· 
This .registration pr~urt  .}'  not be used .in order t9 nullifY the benefits accorded to 
Community·companie5 pursuant ttf. ArtiCle 22 ·of this ~greement, nor to ·circumvent any other 
. prb~sions  :of  this Agreement.  · 
(  /  . 
',I 
\ 
'  I 
49 ANNEX IV 
FINANCIAL SERVICES REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 25(3) 
. A fimincial service is any service of  a financial nature offered by a financial service provider o  a 
Party:  Financial services include the following activities: 
A financial service is any service of  a financial nature offered by a financial service provider o  a 
party.  Financial services include the following activities: 
A.  All insurance and insutance-related services; 
l.  Direct insurance (including co-insurance). 
(i)  life  / 
(ii)  non-life 
2.  Reinsurance and retrocession. 
Insurance intermediation, such as brokerage and agency.  3. 
4.  Services auxiliary to insurance, such as Consultancy, actuarial. risk assessment and 
claim settlement services. 
B.  Banking and other financial services (excluding insurance). 
1.  Acceptance of  deposits and other repayable funds from the public. 
2.  Lending of  all types, including, inter-alia, consumer credit, mortgage credit. 
factoring and financing of  commercial transaction. 
3.  Financial leasing. 
4. · All payment and money transmission services, including credit charge and debit 
cards, travellers cheques and bankers drafts. 
5.  Guarantees and commitments. 
6.  Trading for own account or for the account ofcustomers, whether on an 
·exchange, in an over the counter market or otherwise, the following: 
(a)  · money market instruments (cheques, bills, certificates of  deposits, etc.) 
(b)  · foreign exchange  · 
(c)  derivative products including. but not limited to, futures and options 
(d)  exchange rates and interest rate instruments, including products such as 
swaps, forward rate agreements, etc. 
(e)  transferable securities 
(f)  other negotiable instruments and financial assets, including bullion. 
7.  Participation in issues of  all  kind~  of  securities, including under-writing and 
placement as agent (whether publicly or  privately) and provision of  services 
related to such issues. 
8.  Money brokering: 
9.  Assetmanagement, such as cash or portf()lio management, all torms of  collective 
investment management, pension fund management, custodial depository and trust 
serv•ces. 
10. Settlement and clearing services for financial assets, including securities, derivative 
products, and other negotiable instnunents. 
1.1. Advisory intermediation and other auxiliary financial services on all the activities 
. listed in points  I to I 0 above, including credit reference and analysis, investment 
&/~, 
-~~} 
50 12. Provision and transfer of  financial information, and financi4tl data processing and 
related software by providers of  other financial services.  · 
The following activities ate ex. eluded from the definition of  financial services:  ·  .  .  .  . 
(a)  Activities carrieCJ out by centtal ba~pr,by  ~ny  pther public institution in pursuit of' 
monetary and exchange rate policies.,.  .  · 
(b)  Activiti~ conducted by cen~  .llanb, govemm~t  agencies or dejlarttnents,  or,pLJbli~: · · 
institutions, fur the account or with the guarant,e of  the gov.emment, except whea tl\ose', 
activities may be car:ried out by financial· service providers in ooinpetitiOn With such public; 
entities.  ',  · 
(c) Activities fonning part of  a statutory. system of  ~al  security or pubHclfetirement. plans, ·  .. 
.  .  .  •  I  .  .  . 
except "When those activiti~ may be carried out by financial service providers in 
competition wi~  public entities or private institutions.· .  · 
.  :·: 
.. ANNEX V 
Intellectual, industrial and commercial property conventions 
referred to in Article 41 
1.  Article 41{2) concerns the following multilateral conventions: 
Berne Convention for the  Pr~tectiori of  Literary and Artistic Works 
(Paris Act,  I 971 ); 
International Convention for the Protection of  Performers, Producers of 
. Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (Rome, 1961 ); 
.- Protocol relating to the Madrid Agreement concerning the International 
' Registration of  Marks (Madrid, 1989); 
Nice Agreement concerning the International Classification of  Goods and 
Services 
for the purposes of  the Registration of  Marks (Geneva 1977 and amended 
in 1979); 
Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of  the Deposit of 
MicroOrganisms for the purposes of  Patent Procedures (1977, modified in 19  ); 
International Convention for the Protection ofNew Varieties ofPlants 
(UPOV) (Geneva Act, 1991); 
2.  The Cooperation Council may recommend that Article 41 (2) shall apply to other multilat  raJ 
conventions.  If  problems in the area of  intellectual, industrial and commercial property 
affecting trading conditions were to occur, urgent consultations will be undertaken, at th 
request of  either P~.rty, with a view to reaching mutually satisfactory solutions. 
3.  T~e  Parties confirm the importance they attach to the obligations arising from the followi  g 
multilateral conventions: 
Paris Convention for theProtection oflndustrial Property (Stockholm Act,  196 
and ame.nded in  1979);  · 
-
Madrid Agreement concerning the International Registration ofMarks 
(Stockholm Act, 1967 and amended in  1979); 
Patent Cooperation Treaty (Washington, 1970, amended in  1979 a.nd modified 
in  1984). 
4.  From the entry into force of  this Agreement, .the Republic ofUzbekistan shall grant to 
Community companies and nationals, in respect of  the recognition and protection of 
intellectuill, industrial and commercial property, treatment no less favourable than that 
granted by it to any third country under bilateral agreements. 
5.  The provisions of  paragraph 4 shall not apply to advantages granted by the Republic 
of  Uzbekistan to any third country ~nan  effective reciprocal basis and to advantages 
granted by the Republic of  Uzbekistan to another country of  the former USSR. i' 
)_ 
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PROTOcOL 
BE~4DMINISTRATIVEAUTHORITIEs 
'  ,  1  ,  •  'I  .  ~ 
'--
........ 
( ARTICLE I 
Definitions 
For the purposes of  this Protocol : 
a)  "customs  legislation"  shall  mean·  any legal  or regulatory  provisions  applicable  in  the 
territory of  the Parties governing the. import, export, transit of  goods and their placing u 
any customs procedure, including measures of  prohibition, restriction and  control~ 
. b)  "applicant  authority'~. shall  mean  a  competent administrative authority  which  has  b en 
appointed by a Party for this purpose and which makes a request for assistance in cust 
matters; 
c)  "requested authority",  shall mean  a  competent administrative authority which  has  b  en 
appointed by a Party for this purpose and which receives a request for assistance in cust  s 
matters; 
d)  "personal  d~ta".  shall  mean  all  informat,on  relating  to  an  identified  or  identifia  le 
individual. 
ARTICLE2 
.  Scope 
1.  . The Parties sh~l a~ist ~ch  other, in  the areas· Vl(ithin  their jurisdiction,  in  the manner a  d 
· under the conditio'ns laid down in  this Protoco( in  preventing,  detecting and  investigati  g 
operations in bfeach of  customs legislation. 
2.  Assistance  in  customs  matters.  as  provided  for  in  this  Protocol,  shall  apply  to  y 
· administrative  authority  of the  Parties  w~ich is  coq1petent  for  the  application  of t  is 
Protocol.  It shall  not  prejudice the rules governing mutual  assistance  in  criminal  matte s. 
Nor shall it cover information obtained under powers exercised at the request of  the judie al 
authorities, unless those authorities so agree. 
ARTICLE3 
Assistance on request 
1.  At the request of the applicant authority,  the  requested  authority shall  furnish  it  with 
relevant  information  which  may  enable  it  to  ensure  that  customs  legislation  is  correct y 
applied. including information regarding operations noted or planned which are or could  e 
in breach of  such legislation. 
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2.  At  the request  of the applicant  authbrity',  the  req~ested authority  shall .  inform it  whether 
goods exported from the territory of  one of  the Parties ha~e  b~nproperly imported into the 
territory of  the other Party, specifYing; where ~ppropriate, the customs .procedure ~pplied to 
the goods. 
3.  At the request of  the applicant authorit.){j:'  th~  requ~st~ authority shall, within the ·tnunework .  . 
ofits  laws~ take the net~stepito'~s'ure1Hit a  special watch is kept ori:  .  ·..  .  .  ', 
•  "  '  \  ,.  J  .,,  ,·, •• ,.  '-'  ~'  \ 
(a) natural orlegal perSons of whom there are reasonable grounds for believing thaftbey are 
breaching or have breached th~ eustoms l~islation of  the .Parties;  . · 
(b).phlces where goods ~:storedj'n.a·waythlt  gives grounds for·suspecting that they are 
i~tended  to supply opetati~n8 irl breach ofcust()ms legislation;  .  ,  · .  , 
(c) movements of  goods notified as possibly giving rise to breaches of  customs legisl~on; 
(d) means· of transport for whivb there are. reasonable grounds for believing that .  they have 
b~  are onnight be used in operations inbreaeh ·of  customs. legislation.  ' 
ARTICLE4 
)Spontaneous assistance 
..  . 
I 
The  Parties  shall  provide  each  other,  as  far  a~ •  their.  national  laws.  rules  and  other  legal 
instruments  allow~ with  ~sistance without prior request if  they eonsider that to be n~ry  for 
the  correct .application  of customs  legislation,..  particularly  when  they  ~btain  information 
pertaining to ~  · 
o.peratibns which are 6t app~do·be  In Breach of~~ch  legtSiati(>n and  Which may he ~f 
'interestto another Party;·'  · .. '  · · .  ·  ·  ··  ·  ·  ··  · ' ·.  ··  ' ·  '  ">  ·  · ·  •  ·~  ·  . 
new means or methods ¢roployed h~ carrying out .such operations;  · '. 
'  ~~/  I 
goods kn.own to be. subject to breaches of  customs legislation. 
- natural or legal p~ns  of \VJlpm 'there are'• teasonable gcounds for believing that they are 
or have ~n  in breach of  customs legislation  ·  ·  ··  ·  ·  , · ·  · · 
means of  transport f6t' whiclf'tnere are reasonable groUnds for believi.ng that'  t~y  have. 
been, are or might be us~  in· operations in breach ofcust()ms legislation · · 
,,  .  t. 
ARTICLES 
. .  ./ 
Delivery/Notificatiop 
At  the request of the applicant  aut~ority; the  reque~ted authority  shall~ in  aCcordance  with  its 
legislation. take all  nec~cymeasures  iri order :  ·  · 
- to deliver all  documents~  · ' .  ·  . ·  .  . 
- to notifY ail decisions.  · ·  .  ' ·· ·  ·  .  ·\  ·  ·  ·  ····.· ..  ·  ··• 
falling within the scope ofthis Protocol to an addressee. residing or  established in its territory.  In 
such cases. Article 6(3}shall apply as fa~ as the ~equest itself is concerned...  · 
54 ARTICLE 6 
Form and suhst~mce of requests for assistance 
1  .  Requests pursuant to this Protocol shall  be made in writing.  They shall be accompanie  by 
the documents necessary to enable compliance with the request.  When required becaus  of 
, the urgency  of the  situation,  oral  reque5ts  may  be  accepted,  but  must  be  confinne  m 
writing immediately. 
2.  Requests pursuant to paragraph I of  this Article shall include the following infonnation : 
(a) the applicant authority making the request; 
(b) the measure reqt,~ested;  ' 
(c) the object of  and the reason for the. request; 
(d) the laws. rules and other legal elements involved; 
(e) indications as exact and comprehensive as possible on the natural or  legal persons who 
are the target of  the investigations; 
(f)  a summary of  the relevant facts and ofthe enq~iries already carried out, except in cases 
provided for in· Article 5.  ' 
3.  ReqJJests shall be submitted in an official language of  the requested authority or  in a langu  e 
· acceptable to that a~1thority. 
4,  If a  request  does .11ot  meet  the  fonnal  requirements,  its  correction or completion may  e 
· requested; precautioriary.measuresmay, however, be ordered. 
ARTICLE 7 
Execution of requests 
1.  In order to comply with a request for assistance, the requested authority shall proceed,' wit  n 
the limits of its competence and  available  resources,  as though  it  were acting on its o  n 
account or at the request of  other authorities of  that same Party, by supplying informati  n 
already possessed,  by  carrying out appropriate  enquiries or by  arranging  for them  to  e 
carried out.  This provision shall  also apply to the administrative department to which t  e  _ 
request has been addressed by the requested authority when the latter cannot act on its o 
\ 
2.  Requests for assistance shall  be executed in  accordance with the laws.  rules and other le  al 
instruments of  the requested Party.  · 
I 
3.  Duly authorized officials of  a Party may, with the agreement of  the other Party involved a  d 
subject to the conditions laid  down by  the latter,  obtain from  the offices of  the request  d 
authority or other authority for which  the  requested  authority is  responsible,  informati  n 
relating  to  operations  which  are  or may  be  in  breach of  customs  legislation  which  t  e 
applicant fiUthority needs for the purposes of  this Protocol. 
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4'.  Officials Q( a P~rty m~t:Y. ~h  'th~ agre,ement  oft~e other farty; involved_ ~nd su~t  t() U1~.: 
conditio~  la.ld "'down by the' latter~' be preSent at' enquiries carried out in the  ·~tter's t~rritory. 
T~stiallnotw~r  unif"onnltOr.cafry arms.- .  'll  .·  ur}'.  .  .  . 
I.  .  I 
•' 
L· 
/.  - .-
1.  The. requested authority  ._S¥1~·¢9mmunicate r~lts  .of enquiries to.  the·app~icant authOrity.·~·.· 
. the form ofdocil~s,  -~  .. Qopie$· Of docnments; rep<ms and the like.  .··  . '·  ,  .  ':  .  ·  ·_ :··_: 
2.  The doalmet)ts provided· for·m pafagraph 1 may l;>e replaCed by computerized infotmltion  ·  · 
prOduced in. any.form fbt  ~.-·satne purpose.  .·  ·  .·  ,  - ·  .·  .  .  .  • 
1. 
.  ~  ...  .  . 
ExceptiOns to the .-lttigation to provide assistance ·  . ·.r 
The .Parties  ll)ay  refuse. t~ glve assistance·  a~  pf9~icled for  in  this  P~tocol, whete tb·· do' . 
WQUfd:  .  .  . 
(a) be likely to prejudi~:Uie  s()~gnty  ofdleltepUbli~  ofU~ekistan  ()r that Or~l.:~-.. ·  . 
State ofthe European U~ion  Which t(as.been asked for ~i~~  under lhi$ Prot~;  or ·:'  , 
{b) b~  likely: to prejudice public' policy; security or other essential  interests~ in part~htr'in *  ·. 
;  cases referred to undel: ·ArtiCle '1 a  (2); or .•'  '  ' 
(c) involve currency or  taX  regt,a~tions  ~other than customs l~gislation; or 
(d) violate ari ~industrial, com'triercial or professional secret,  . 
''  I  ' 
2.  .Where the applicant  authQfity,req~estS  as~ista.nee'Which itwould itselfbe·unabfe.tQ. p(O'rideit~\  ..  ·. 
,SO  asked,  it  shaU -draw· attertiihll  to· that  fact  in  its  request.  It sJ:tall  th~n 'be left  I to·  ~'  ·~ 
requested autJ1ority to  tiecide~w  to·respond to. such·a req1,1est.  ·  · ···  . 
3.  If  assi~tance is refiJsed. the deeislbn and· the reasons therefor mUSl be notified tO. the applicBDt 
authority without dela'y.  .  .  : · .  •  ·  ·  .':  .. .  .  .  ..  1  .  ·  : ·•  ·· ..  ··. 
'  ~ •  •  I  c  • 
I .  -Any 'in(off!lation .communi~ated .in  whatsoever  fo~  pur~nt  to this Protocbl shall be of a  , 
confidential orrestrided nature. depending on tile rules applicable in  each .of the Parties,  It . . . 
.  · shan' be covered ~y  the obfi$aiion 9£·offlcial setrecy and shall enjoy the protectrort exttmd:~ ' 
to  like  infonriatrori  (Jnder: :tbe  relevant  laws  of the ··Party  which. received  ii .  and  the 
corresponding provist~ns apJ)Iying to t"e:CQtnrriunity  ihstit~ions.  ·  ·  · . 
.  ·2.  ·.·  P~rso~J·data m~y  _be  e~~l~nged,()~ly 'wheie.the receiving Party  undertake~ .to protecr sudi'' .· 
data  mat least  .an  tqtliv.fi:tlt  way  19 t::  Olle  appHcable  to that  .pa~rt;ur/lar  case.·i~  t~:' 
;- »~~ 
.  ...-'- "'  ,. 
\  _).  ' supplying Party. 
3.  Information obtained shall be used solely for the purposes of  this Protocol.  Where one o  the 
Parties requests the use of such information for other purposes,  it  shall  ask  for the  rior 
written consent of the authority which .  furnished  the  information.  Moreover,  it  sha  be  · 
subject to any restrictions laid down by that authority.  · 
4:  Paragraph  3  shall  not  impede  the  use  of information in  any  judicial  or administr tive 
· proceedings subsequently instituted for failure  to comply· with  customs legislation.  he 
competent authority which supplied that information shall be notified of  such use. 
5.  The Parties may, in their  records of  evidence, reports and testimonies and in proceedings and 
charges brought before the courts,  use as evidence information obtained  and  docum  nts 
consultecHn accordance with the provisions of  this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 11 
/ 
Experts and witnesses 
I. An official of  a requested authority may be authorized to appear, within the limitations of the 
authorization granted, as an expert or witness in judicial or administrative proceedings regar ing 
the matters tovered by this Protocol in  the juriSdiction of the other Party,  and  produce  ch 
objects, documents or authenticated copies thereof. as may be needed for the proceedings.  he 
request for an appearance must indicate specifically on what matters and by virtue of  what titl  or 
qualifieation the offi~ial will be questioned. 
2. The authorized official shall enjoy the protection g~arante(".(i by existing ·legislation to offi 
of  the ~plicant  a~thority on its territory. 
ARTJCLE 12 
Assistance expenses 
The Parties shall  waive all  claims  on each  other for  the  reimbursement  of expenses  incur ed 
pursuant to this Protocol, except, as appropriate, for expenses to experts and witnesses and to 
interpreters and translators who are not' public service employees. 
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ARTICLE13 
1.  . The application, of this Protocol .sbaU be entrusted to the eentral  cu~toms auth()fit,jes of  the 
Republic of Uzbekistan. on the. onlfii1\tfit\4 the competent services ofthe Cornlnission of 
the· European Communities  and~  'Where appropriate, the q~stoms authorities of: •  Memt»er 
States. o~the  other. They ~all decide ort all pra<:tical measures and arrang~ent$;~ 
for its application, 'taking into  consideratiOn .the .rules in force in the tiel~ ofdata·.pFotection. 
They may  recom~end to the competent bodies amendments which they consider should be. 
made to this ProtocoL. · :  · · ...  ,. 
; . 
2.  The  Parties  shall  consult. each  .other and  subseq~emly k~  each ·other ·.inforn:led  of·  the 
detailed rules of  implementati()n ~ich  are adopted in  accorda~e'
1with  ·,the provisions of tbjs-. 
Protocol.·  ·  · 
j' 
AR11CLE14 
.\  I,  ·  · .Complementarity 
Without prejudice to Article ]O. any agreements on• mutual assistance whieh have been:oQnciUded  .. 
between one  or .more .  Member  States  and  the Republic .  of UzbekiStan  shall  noti ,prejudice  · 
Community  provisions  governing .the  comml:anication  betw~ the comf)etent .services ·  of·the, 
Commission of  the European Communities ancfthe customs •uihonties of'the Member States nf 
any information obtaitled in customs matters which c.ould be of  Community interest. 
'\  '. 
/ 
..  •.. 
.  .  I 
(;~['  .  "'  c.  •  1  '  '  •  ~·  ,, 
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"'  ,._, 
/ JOINT DECLARATION 
In  applying the agreeme,nt,  the parties are aware of the necessity of an  adequate protectio  o.f 
individuals with regard to the processing of  personal data and on the free movement of  such  ta. 
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t  .  .  , JOINT DECLARATION 
CONCERNING TITLE 111 
All references to the GAIT are to the text of  the GATT as modified in  1994. 
~·  - _::;;;.- __,..:· 
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.  JQINT DECLAAATIQN  /  .  . . ..  . •  I  . 
{!;(lNCERNING A.Jt111CLE 14  .  . .  .  .  . .  \ 
Until the Republic of  Uzbekistan:~accedes t:o .the WTO,  ~be .Parties shall hold consulta(ionS, in the 
Cooperation Commi~~  on their import taritr poticies. :including changes in  tari~  protection.  in 
. particular, suth COn$Ultations shall be offe~ed prior tO .he increase of  tariff protection. 
. --' 
IZc._  .·.  ·~-'  .. 
'·  . '! /  . 
. ';,·'  (  ' 
./ 
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/ .JOINT J>ECLARA TION. 
CONCERNING THE NOTION OF "CONTROL" 
IN ARTICLE 24(b) AND ARTICLE 35 
1.  The Parties confirm their mutual understanding that the question of  control shall depend on: 
the factual circumstances of  the particular case.  · 
2.  A company shaU, for ~xample, be considered as being "oontrolled" by another company, and 
·thus a subsidiary ofsuch other company if: 
- the Other company holds directly or indirectly a majority of  the voting rights, or 
the other company has the right to appoint or dismiss a majority of  the administrative org n, 
of  the manag~Illent,<?rgan or of  the sup~rvis6ry organ and is at  th~ same time,a sharehold  or 
member of  the subsidiary.  ·..  · 
3.  The Parties consider the criteria in paragraph 2 to be non-exhaustive. 
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- ___  ..-:, 
! JOIN'f.J)ECLARATION 
CONCERNING ARTICLE 34 
The sole fact-Of requiring a visa.for natural persons of  ~n  Parties and not for those of  others 
shall not be regarded as millif)ring or impairing benefits under a specific COIIIJDitment.  .. 
.  . 
\ 
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,'2  ·. JOINT DECLARATION 
CONCERNING ARTICLE 41 
The Parties agree that for the purpose of  the Agreement, intellectual, industrial and commerc'  I 
property includes in particular copyright, including the copyright in computer programs, and 
neighbouring rights. the rights relating to patents, industrial designs, geographical indications, 
including appellations o[origin, trademarks and service marks,  topographies of  integrated 
circuits as well as protection· against unfair competition as referred to in Article 10 bis of  the  aris 
Convention for the protection oflndustrial Property and protection of  undisclosed informatio  on 
know-how. 
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........  ,, ___ _ JOINT DECLARATION 
CONCERNINGARTICLE 95 
1.  The Parties agree, for the purpose of  its correct interpretation and its practical application, 
that the tenn "cases of  special urgency" included in Article 95 of  the Agreement means 
cases of  material breach of  the Agreement by one of  the Parties.  A material breach of  the 
Agreement consists in  · 
(a) repudiation ofthe Agreement not sanctioned by thegeneral rules of  international law 
or 
(b) violation,ofthe essential elements of  the Agreement set out in Article 2. 
2.  The parties agree that the "appropriate measures" referred to in Article 95 are m~ures  · 
taken in accordance with international law. .  If  a party takes a measure in a case of  special. 
urgency as provided for under Article 95, the other party may avail itself of  the procedure 
relating to settlement of  dispute.  · 
... 
66 EXCHANGE OF LEITERS 
BETWEEN THE COMMUNITY 
AND THE REPUBLIC 0~  UZBEKISTAN 
.  IN RELATION TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPANIES 
67 A. Letter from the Government of thcr Republic of Uzbekistan 
Dear Sir; 
I refer to the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement initialled on ...........  -
As I underlined during the negotiations, the Republic-of  Uzbekistan grants to Community 
companies establishing and operating in the Republic ofUzbekistan in certain respects ,a 
privileged treatnient.  I explmned that this reflects the Uzbek policy to promote by all means the 
eStablishment of  Community companies In the Republic of  Uzbekistan. 
With this in mind, it is my understanding that during the period between the d.ate of  initialling of 
this Agreement and the entry into force of  the relevant articles on eStablishment of  companies,. the 
Republic ofUzbekistan shall not adopt  measures or regulations whfch would introduce or worsen 
discrimination of  Community companies vis-a-vis Uzbek companieS or cOmpanies from any third 
country as compared to the situation existing on the date of  initialling ofthis Agreement. 
I would be obl.iged if  you  would ackno~ledge receipt of  this letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of  my highest consideration. 
For the Government of  the Republic of  Uzbekistan 
68 1 
B.  Letter from the Europe;m Community 
Dear Sir, 
Thank you for your letter of  today's date, which reads as follows: 
"I refer to the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement initialled on ........ . 
As I underlined during the negotiations, the Republic of  Uzbekistan grants to Community 
companies establishing' and operating in the Republic of  Uzbekistan in certain- respects a . 
privileged treatment.  I explained that thi~ reflects the Uzbek policy to promote by all means the 
establishment of  Community companies in the Republic of  Uzbekistan. 
With this in mind, it is my understanding that during the period between the date of  initialling of 
this agreement and the entry into force of  the relevant articles on establishment of  companies, th 
Republic of  Uzbekistan shall not adopt measures or regulations which would introduce or worse 
discrimination of  Community companies vis-a-vis Uzbek companies or companies from any third 
country as compared to the situation existing on the date ofinitialling of  this Agreement. 
I would be obliged if  you would_acknowledge receipt of  this letter." 
I acknowledge receipt of  the letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of  my highest consideration. 
On behalf of  the European Communit 
69 DECLARATION 
BY THE  FRENCH GOVERNMENT 
The French Republic,notes that the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement with the Republic of 
Uzbekistan does not apply to the overseas countries and territories associated with the European 
CommunitY pursuant to tl'te Treaty establishing the European Community. 
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